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BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

4 In the Matter of:

5 TURKEY POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING,

6 UNITS 3 and 4

7 (FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY)

Docket Nos.

50-250 6 251-SP

10 Courtroom,
715 Northeast 1st Road,
Homestead, Florida
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March 24, 1981
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The above-entitled Matter convened for pre-hearing

conference, pursuant to Notice, at 10:00 a. m.
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BEFORE: CHAIRMAN MARSHALL E. MILLER
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CHAIRMAN 1'KILLER: The prehearing conference will
come io order, please.

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

As you know, this is a prehearing conference

which was esiablished by ihe Board in preparation for the

evidentiary hearing in this proceeding to commence June

ihe 2nd, 1981.

This is in the matter of. Florida Power 6 Light

Company, the Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Units 3 and 4;

dockeis number 50-250-SP and 251-SP, Special Proceedings

which 'involve the proposed amendments to ihe faciliiy's
operating rights now with regard to permitting steam

generator repairs.

Ny name is Plarshall Hiller. I am ihe new

Chairman of rhis Board and you already'ave met with Dr.--

Judge Paris and Judge Luebke.

I will ask counsel and parties to introduce

ihemselves for ihe record, togeiher with iheir associates

or those who',may be. with them.

Staf f, I guess, might go first.
NR.- GOLDBERG: Yes, Judge Miller, my name is

Steven C. Goldberg. I am wiih the NRC and. representing

the Siaf f of ihe NRC in ihis matier.-

The pro jeci. manager on the Turkey Point prob ject,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.



Marshall Grotenhuis is in the audience with me.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you.

'MR. COLL: Judge Miller, my name is Norman Coll,.

I am a member of the firm of Steel, Hector 6 Davis in

Miami and I represent Florida Power 6 Light Company.

6 Sitting with me is Harold Peiss of Lowenstein,

Newman, Reis 6 Axelrad in LTashington, D.C. He is co-

counsel with us.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you.

10 MR. CHONIN: My name is Neil Chonin and I
represent Mark Oncavage who is the Intervenor in the

12 aciion.

13
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: I assume thai's all of the
4

parties, counsel and so forth that should be recognized

for ihe record?

(Discussion off. the record.)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Oh, yes. [7hat about the

Metropolitan Dade County? Nasn't Metropolitan Dade County

admitted as an Intervenor, Intervening Governmental--

Invervening County under Section 2.715(c)?

MR. COLL: Judge Miller, I called Bert Saunders

(phonetic) earlier this week. He was the lawyer for Dade

County .

He will be out -of his office this week. He

indicated--or, his secretary indicated that, they may have

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.





a technical represeniative io observe ai this meeting.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Thank you - for the information,

sir.
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Let me inquire among the audience, is there

anyone here represeniing or even observing on behalf of

t4etropolitan Dade County?

(No response.)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I assume not.

If anyone should appear and counsel are aware of

it, let us know so that the record may reflect it.
One of the things ihat. we would like to iake up

which is a hearing upon the motion for site inspection--

thai is in two aspects; the siie inspection and related

issues or questions as well as three categories of

document production under discovery which are coniained,

I believ'e, in ihe original motion filed by ihe Intervenor.

17 But, this being ihe firs t opporiuniiy that I
18

19

20

21

22

have had, ai any rate, as successor Chairman have had io

meet wiih you ladies and gentlemen, I would like to have

the record clear as we go along boih as io issues,

Contentions, the matters and ihings ihat we will be going

inio through discovery and motion praciice and into an

23 evideniiary hearing raiher shorily.
24 Ne are concerned that everything be taken care

25 of in an orderly way so ihai we don'. get swamped at ihe

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.





end with motions, requests and the like which either
disturb the orderly conduct of an evidentiary proceeding,

or else put an undue burden upon other parties and the

Board.

Ne think you are on a rather tight schedule. Ne

recognize you have an agreed schedule which was approved

by- ihe Board and supplemented to a certain extent by the

10

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

prehearing conferences of which we gave you notice.

Zt is rather tight. Ne will discuss some of that

tightness in Hay with you when we get to the end of this
particular proceeding so as to see if any adjustments are

necessary to be sure that we all understand, at any rate,

the necessity of respective deadlines and not coming in

with new issues or new matters in an untimely fashion.

Zt not only be difficult, if not prejudicial to

parties, but make it difficult for the Board to give the

appropriate consideration and to accord both substantive

and procedural due process to all which is our obligation.

l think that--Let me inquire of counsel:

Re know that there was an order entered in
21

22

23

24

25

September, I think it was, of 1979 relating to Contentions

and discovery which followed certain published order in

August by the Board.

He I'now that--we can infer, at any rate, there

has been some refinement or rephrasing of Contentions io

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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know that- there probably are several which are no longer

viable.

So, in order to have in one place the precisely

phrased contentions that, we are going io be going io trial
on we would like to have them read into the record,

supplying if possible a copy to the reporter now, if
possible--at any rate, shortly--so that we will be able in

the transcript--it is going to be available to all the

parties thai ordered them and it is going to be available

io the Board--to fully document them.

In one place you are going to have the accurate,

up-to-date statement of issues which will include both

Contentions and other matters which may occur in the

record.

(Discussion off the record.)

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Who has a current, accurate

statement, of admitted Contentions?

I have-September 25, 1979 Order, but I think it
might be better because counsel by now have probably gone

through and gotten ihe final present language.

MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Luebke--

- CHAIRHAN HILLER: ves.

MR. GOLDBERG: Oh, I'm sorry. Go ahead.

MR. CHONIN: I believe that the Contensions are

contained in ihe August 1979 Order admitting:Ir. Oncavage

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.'
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as an Intervenor in ihe proceeding and designating ihe

Conieniions for hearing.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, but those are allegedly
refined by the subsecruent Order of Sepiember 25, 1979 which

recites ihe Board's Order of August 3, '79 based on

interest in six Conteniions.

Thai order briefly paraphrased the admitted

Contentions and it states it is the Board's iniention io
have ihe language ref ined by the pariies when they met,

that the Order didn't recite it.
So therefore, they did ii in part, in that Order.

Thai is what, I am trying to gei--
NR.. COLL: Judge Luebke--

CHAIRMAN". MILLER: --current and updated.

Oh; vou have something io add?

NR. COLL: Yes. The Order of September 25, 1979

is ihe Order that we have been working from.

To my knowledge there has been no further
refinemeni of ihe issues other than as stated in ihat

20

21

22

23

24

25

Order.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Nell, ihat Order coniains some

refinemeni of the language, some rephrasing, some

declination to. accept and I ihink in at leash one insiance,

possibly, would not ref leci completely ihe preseni status

of ihe summary judgmeni
disposition.'LDERSON

REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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That is why we are saying let's get now in 'one

place.

Now, if you want to use your Order of September

25, 1979 which is entitled "Order relative to Contentions

and Discovery," looking at, page 2--I will go through it

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

with you page-by-page if that is going to be the best

evidence we have of the present phraseology of Conteni.ion.

And I am beginning to infer that it is.
NR. COLL: Yes, sir.
And the Intervenor joins in that. This is what

we have been travelling under and this is what we intend

to be the issues going into this hearing today.

CHAIPJ1AN HILLER: All right.
I am going to renumber them then. It is going to

be today's numbering which you will pick up and identify
from this Order.

Now, the feature--when we say one, it isn'

going to mean "one of August," it isn't going to mean

19

20

"your original one,'"

September."

it isn't going to mean "vour one of

21

22

Are we agreed on this?

blR. GOLDBERG: Yes. fir. Coll having shown me the

23 September Order, the Staff is in agreement that. that is

25

the final des ignation.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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Referring now to page 2 of the September 25,

1979 Order we come io whai is, designated on page 2 as

Contention 2 -- (Contentions 2 and 5 combined and refined).
Thai is followed by two paragraphs, a capital

5

6

O

c5
ci 9

10
R
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z 12
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o 15
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g 17

18

F

19

20

21

. 22

23

24

A and a capital B.

Are there any changes in Contention 2 which will
now be renumbered 1, or any portions ihereof? This is

your chance now. When we get to trial and somebody is

going to rely on a Conteniion, this is going to be ii.
Take a look at: it.
Miss Reporter, I would like to have ibis copied

in. Do you want me to read it to you or can you pick it
up and copy ii as ihough ii: were read?

THE REPORTER: I would prefer you read ii inio

ihe record.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I will read it inio ihe record.

Does someone have a copy that we can let the

reporter look at?

Contention 1 will now read as follows:

»Paragraph capital A. The programs and procedures

proposed io be followed by the Licensee in making the siea

generator repairs demonstrate t.hat it will not make every

reasonable effort io maintain occupational radiation

exposures as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) wiih-

25 in ihe meaning of 10 CFR Pari: 20 or thai ii will not compl

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.





with 10 CPR Section 20.101, in that the Licensee intends

to use transient workers with unknown radiation exposure

histories.
Subparagraph B--capital B--will read as follows:

A sufficient work force, both skilled and

unskilled, cannot be obtained to perform the repairs

without violating the limits on individual exposures con-

tained in 10 CPR Section 20.101."

That 'will be revised and be Contention number 1.

10 Are we all in agreement?

MR. CHONIN: Fine .

12

16

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

23

24

25

22

Just so I understand what is going on here,

because you passed over Contention 1 which appears in that

Order--are you just renumbering the Contentions in terms

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I am renumbering them as. they

are going to be because Contention 1 referred to the NEPA,

Environmental Impact Statement which has been rendered

moot, as I understand it, by action of the Commission in

the Surry proceeding and that, an Environmental Impact

Statement, is being prepared within your agreed schedule.

The draft EIS was not only prepared, but I think

was commented upon by yourself and others.

And the PES, the Final Environmental Statement

is .due to be filed, I believe, April 1, 1981.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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MR. CHONIN: Let the record reflect that the

Intervenor strongly disagrees with Judge Miller on any

interpretation that Contention 1 has been rendered moot.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right. State your

position on it. -This is the time to do it now.

MR. CHONXN: Xt is the position of the

Intervenor that Contention 1 is one of the prime issues

8 to be tried in this litigation and that this Board is
going to have to make a determination as to whether or not

10

14

12

13

16

17

the final EIS in fact complies with NEPA and that we

intend to show that the draft EIS clearly did not--and

that--well, we are waiting for the final--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: %Jell, we are not concerned with

L

the draft.
MR. CHONIN: Okay. I unders tand--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All you are going to have as

an issue is going to be in the final.
18 11R. CRONIN: All I am trying to say for the

19

20

21

22

23

24

record here is is that the Intervenor intends to prove at

the trial of this case that that. Contention provided that

a final EIS would be prepared and that the final EXS must

comply with the NEPA guidelines and--
A

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That's not what one says, now,
II

you understand.

25 I gave you every chance to amend or state

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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l3

currently.
The Contention as phrased here says, "In

accordance with ihe requirements of NEPA that the

preparaiion of an EIS prior to ihe issuance of amendments

io the License and so forth is required."

And there was, I understand, some precedent

dispuie about that, bui the Commission has required it
in ihe case of Surry ihat ihe Staff--I think in this case

10

by appropriate action, but I don't recall whether ii was

a motion or not--did noiify the parties ihat it did

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

intend as requested here to prepare an Environmental

Impact Siatement prior io the issuance of amendments.

And i hat has, I ihink, been done or is in

process.

Let me take it one step at a time now. I gave

you a chance io talk before and you 'didn'.
MR. CHONIN: Nell, excuse me, Judge Miller.
Xou started off with Contention 2. I had

nothing io comment on because you skipped over Contention

l. And you--
21 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Under the theory that it
22 wasn't viable.
23 MR. CHONIN: All right. And I am now--

24 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, back up.

25 MR. CHONIN: --submitting thai it is viable.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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10
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17

And that is why I--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Nell, it isn't viable as it

stands is what I am pointing out io you because it is

being prepared.

MR. CHONZN: I understand thai.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
MR. CHONZN: .Hhat I am saying is that in thai

Order Conieniion 1 is viable and ihat Contention 1, in

order for them to comply with it does not mean that ihey

can just prepare a documeni, call it a -final EIS without

ihis administrative body making a factual determination
1

and a legal determination as to whether it complies wxth

42 USC Section 4332(2)(C) or 10 CFR 51.5.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Then why didn', you say so

in your siatement of ihe Contention?

MR. CHONIN: Judge, you knoiv, I did not have an

opporiuniiy io--
18 CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
19

20

21

22

23

24

MR. CHONZN: --say anything and it does say

thai, because what we are saying is that the--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The preparation is always aitac

ed - because they were using a shorter meihod. Now, -thai is

ihe part ihat has become mooi, they were using an

environmental impact appraisal.

25 Now, ihai is whai I meant by ihe mootness because

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.





ihay have now done what you say they should do, prepared a

full NEPA Environmental Impact Statement, which is both a

drafi, DES and an FES.
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25

Now, if you wish to put into issue to challenge

ihe sufficiency of it or whatever you wish to say about

it, they you are going to have to redrafi what is preseni-

ly shown on page 2 as Contention 1.

Nhich, we will permit you to do.

NR. CHONIN: I will be happy to comply with. your

request.

I am not communicaiing well. And the reason thai
we can live with this Contention is thai it has always

b en our position ihat this Contention required and EIS

io be prepared in final form that. complies wiih NEPA and

which complias wiih ihe U. S. Code in iarms of what they

intend to do.

So therefore, I don'i raallv sea why I need io

reword this Conieniion because, in fact--
CHAIRMAN 51ILLER: All right. Let's ask Judge

Paris to explain this.
DOCTOR PARIS: I ihink part of our problem hare

is ihai noi all of us are familiar with the history of ihe

case since not all of us were hera at ihe outset,

Conieniion 1 was sai forih ai a time in ihis proceeding

ba fore iha Commission had determined that an Environmenial

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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Impact Statement would be prepared.

3

10
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18
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g,17

And the Board interpreted this as contending

that an Environmental Impact Statement should be prepared.

Once the Commission made that determination the

Board considered this Contention to become moot. But, the

Board recognizes that vhen the final Environmental Impact

Statement is issued the Intervenor has a right to present

new Contentions to the Board based on that new information.

MR. CHONIN: . I thought that--I am expressing and

I agree with Judge Paris'nterpretation and all I want

this record to be very*.clear on is that as far as ve are

concerned Contention 1 is in this proceeding, ve are

waiting for a final EIS to come out which is due April 1st

and if the Board wishes us after the final EIS to come

out, we vill tell you what is wrong vith it.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Staff.
MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Miller, yes, sir.
I agree with the Board's interpretation that

the Contention as drafted is rendered moot by the

20 preparation, first, of a draft statement and shortly of

21 a final statement.

22 However, vhen that final statement is offered

23 into evidence its factual and legal sufficiency is

24 automatically an issue.

25 So, I really don't see the necessity for a

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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Contention in that regard at all. It will be part of the

Staff's direct case and the Intervenor and others are

free io make what. ever factual and legal claims they

believe pertain.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, we will accept that

stipulation on the part of Staff.
MR. GOLDBERG: Nell, I am not offering it as a

stipulation.
I chink when we introduced it into evidence it

1o is automatically ripe, I think, for--for, you know, legal
questioning.

12

13

14

Ne believe that. the draf t as filed--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Not legal, but factual.
It can be, according to what you have just

16

stated, it can be attacked or challenged in any--

MR. GOLDBERG: &le believe--
17

19

20

21

22

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Let me finish.
--in any material respect by the Intervenors.

Now, we are content to leave it, there, but we

don't want, you in the course of a trial to start saying,

"My goodness, they brought this up and we never heard of

it, we don', have the witnesses and so forth and so on."

23 Now, that is what you are opening yourself up to.
24 MR. GOLDBERG: Nell-
25 CHAIRMAN MILLER: If vou wish to leave it we will

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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accept ii.
MR. GOLDBERG: Let me just say thai I think that

when we offer it, that the document will, you know, the
~ fact is the statements in there will be true and thai ihe

factual s taiements will lead to ihe conclusions that are

drawn in thai statement and we believe it is a legally
sufficient--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What aboui: ihe cross-

examination of witnesses or the challenge of any portion
thereof by the Intervenors without them having to do

anyihing more now than simply having the statements as to

the necessiiy of the preparation of a NEPA type of siate-
meni in advance?

I am willing to take you-.-whatever you tell me

ihe issues are, but I wani them clear--
MR. GOLDBERG: We are going to offer ihat--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: --thai I don'0 want at trial,

now, to have the Siaff--as has happened in the past, lei's
be real clear about that.

When the Siaff isn't prepared on something and

they haven'. thoughi about, it they are quick to raise the

auestion as to whether the Contention has raised ii, and

I don'i want that io happen.

24 I wani you io go aboui this in a- meaningful,

25 knowing way and we will respect, whai.ever counsel tells us,
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boih. of you.

MR. CHONIN: ':?ell, I think we are both in agree-

ment.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.

4
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MR. CHONIN: I- ihink ihe only thing thai we are

geiiing a liiile bit hung up on is is" the approach io ihe

Contention.

Ii would be my suggestion to have the Contention
I

remain. Ai ihe final hear'ing the cruestion vill be whether

or not zhe EIS is factually and legally sufficient under-

NEPA.

By Coniention 1 referring to NEPA and ihe

Siaiute, I don'0 ihink you have any problem as far as the

Coniention goes. Bui, clearly, the Staff and the

Iniervenor are on the same wave length. Nobody expected

us to just walk j.n and praise ihe EIS.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Nell, what ve expected., if
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

you were going to raise serious challenges to material

portions of ihe final statemeni that there would be xome

indication so ihe people wouldn'--so counsel wouldn'

conient ai, trial thai ihey are iaken by surprise either in

ihe production of witnesses io jusiify some portion or

evidence thai vou might produce.

But, if you are willing to go on thai basis, the

25 Board is. PTe just. don'i wani you to have any
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misunderstanding or to have unresolved matters come up at

trial when we are all in a hurrv and there are witnesses

not on the airplane and all that kind of thing.
That ' all we are alerting you to.

10

MR. CHONIN: I appreciate it. t~?e are--I think

we are willing to go ahead and leave it in.
And of course, we also felt that you were going

to be having some pretrial conferences and after the final
EIS comes out, we will be better to narrow the issues in
terms of where we think the EIS is not legally sufficient.
So--

13

14

15

12

16

17

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are we going to have a final
prehearing conference in May as we told you? Ue had it
scheduled before we were asked to sort of accelerate this
present conference on the motion for understandable

reasons.

Ne are going to find out at the end of our

18

19

20

21

22

session today and tomorrow what, remains and whether we

should adhere to the April meeting, prehearing conference.

Now, that may or may not be held. I mean, if
everybody savs, "Look, we are going to have nothing or

you," we are not trying to force ourselves upon you, on

23 your time .

24 But, on the other hand, if. there are matters that

25 need to'e covered we will certainly give vou a full and
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ample opporiunity.
We like to have ihese things discussed and

considered, in advance so no one is taken by surprise in ihe

hurry of a irial.
We want it to be a fair and full trial.
How, we are content to leave it. Well, all right.

Go ahead.

MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Miller, let me just make

myself clear. I think that when we offer thai into
'videncethere is going to have to be some contravening

evidence to call inio auestion ihe accuracy of the faciual

contenis of that document.

CHAIPMM MILLER: What do vou mean by that?

MR. GOLDBERG: What I am saying is that when we

offer that document into evidence through--through whaiever

vehicle, and mosi probably now the project manager, unless

ihere are some couniervening facts that would suggest ihat

ihe contents of ihe statement are noi correct, I would noi

see any basis for examination of individua'1 reviewers or

people who contributed to the preparaiion of the documeni.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That might or might not be

irue. -It might be that the Board would be asked not io

accept into evidence any documeni uniil ihere has been an

opportunity for,cross-examination, which is a rule you fin

ai irial and which we ordinarily follow.
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MR. GOLDBERG: And I am saying--
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: So, when vou offer in evidence

your statement it will be received, it is statutory.
That doesn't mean that it isn'0 subject to

cross-examination or to challenge in one form or another

by whoever wants to, either Applicant, Licensee or

Intervenors.

DOC'TO'R. LUEBKE: I would like a point clarified
before we get to cross-examination. It is my understand-

ing that within 30 days of issuance of this document the

Intervenor has an opportunity to make contentions about

any new matters raised in the document.

Not old matters; new matters.

MR. GOLDBERG: Well, may I comment on that?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

MR. GOLDBERG: I am not sure of. the source of

that.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Well, it used to be the custom.

Has it changed?

MR. GOLDBERG: No. I think that what we have

done is the parties have agreed to a negotiated schedule

which the Staff is going to fulfillfor its part by issuing

the Statement on time and I believe that we had a l5-day

period beyond that within which to conduct further

discovery.
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Now, given the rather lengthy prehearing

posture of the case I would expect thai that would be

confinec to new maiters raised in that document.

Now, I ihink ihere is going to be a question of

whether ihe conients o f the final as dis tinct. from the

contenis of the draft are going to provide any occasion

for either additional discovery or addiiional contentions,

but we have agreed that ihere's a 15-day period wiihin
which an undertaking can be initiated.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: You reduce 30 days to 15 days by

stipulation--
HR. GOLDBERG: I am not aware of the source of

any 30-day--

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Intervenor always'has 30, days on

new maiiers raised in the documents. That' the issue.

MR. GOLDBERG: The Staff doesn't stipulate to

that.
MR. CHONIN: I think we are mixing apples and

oranges here.

The only thing that we have done in order to try
io accommodaie the Board and agree to a negotiated

schedule is that discovery cuis off on April 15th which

means that afier we get the EIS on April 1st we can ihen
I

make a -decision as to wheiher we need any furiher discovery.

But, in ierms of our attacking thai EIS and in
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terms of us either contending that it is legally
insufficient or'actually insufficient, that issue rides

right into the trial and we are not precluded at any stage

in terms--
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Now, if the Board is asking us within some time

frame after the final EIS is issued to further expand our

position so as to define why we contend that the EIS may

be insufficient, or not, we will be happy to do that within

some time frame so we can narrow the issues for you.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, we think that you should

in some fashion--

MR. CHONIN: No problem.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: We are surprised that the

Staf f doesn' expect you to.

MR. CHONIN: I would think they did. I was kind

of, you know, to me, that is one of the prime issues in

this whole litigation, is that EIS.

DO'CTOR'UEBKE: You have two months between April

1st and the first week of June when we go to an evidentiary

hearing.

MR. CHONIN: Yes, sir.
DOCTOR LUEBKE: And I say you have 30 days of

those to admit Contentions on new matters.

24

25

MR. CHONIN: Okay. We can live with that.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, we get into a auestion
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then as io what is new matters, that is to say, what

matters are engendered or stimulated by the final
Environmental Siatement--we call ii the FES. I will call
it ihat, the FES, to distinguish it from the DES, the

dra ft Environmental Staiement.
P

You gei sometimes 'nto disputes or questions

10

which can be time-consuming as to whether issues or

Contentions soughi to be raised by Intervenors after the

filing of ihe FES should have been anticipated and filed
before ihat, either as a result of ihe drafi statement, or

other informaiion which came to hand, and then the Board

12
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19,
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has to decide which is which and we waste a loi more time.

Ne are irying io avoid -that kind of thing.

Now, I think there was some intimaiion thai

Staff counsel made thai ihey would expect io have issues

raised as a result of the filing of the FES, which he

doesn'i r ally expect--he knows ihai the contenis are--

bui nonetheless, it is certainly theoretically possible

ihat ii could irigger Contentions or issues ihai are not,

now siated.

And in that event we could have thai same

question and we would like to have a procedural meihod of

avoiding ihai. Tee would like io avoid time spent by

counsel, witnesses and the Board on unnecessary things if
you can agree, on it now.
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And you seem to be close to it. Perhaps you are

in agreement as to how we are going to handle issues,

Contentions and the like not now stated or not now stated

very clearly as this Contention 1 does not. That is just

a blankei statement that you have to prepare an EIS before

you have an amendment.

Nell, it doesn'--it is not--as a pleading it,

isn't specified.

d 9

o
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R
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F
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g 17

4 18

2Tow, if you wish it to do something or if you

wish to do it in some other fashion, fine. Ne will
accept the suggestions of counsel and hopefully, now, an

agreement on the record by them as to what we are going to

do wiih issues which may arise as a result of the filing
on April 1, 1981 of the Staff-prepared final Environmental

Impaci Siatamant.-

How, we have discussed it at length. Do you wish

to have a shori recess and confer, perhaps, so you could

state it, for the record, whai you are going to agree to,

19

20

21

if you are in thai position?

i~IR. COLL: If the Contention 1 is to be

iniarpraiad as a Coniention which reauires the praparaiion

22

23

25-

of an EIS which is factually and legally adecruate and if--
P

it's my understanding--that document, that FES can be

amended,, modif ied or changed by any testimony taken in

this proceeding it is clearly in the Licensee's interasi
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to have some further specificity of any alleged

inaccuracies in that document so that if evidence is to be

adduced at the hearing and it is to come from this party,
the Licensee, that we can be prepared to provide that for
the Board at the hearing so that the document can be

amended, modified or changed in accordance with .the

Commission's regulations and the law.

So, I would request that some reasonable time

period be established by which Contention 1 is further
refined and given further specificity by any party who is
challenging the accuracy of the EIS.

CHAIRMAN NILLER: That is certainly in accord

with our usual practice because it is true, the Licensee

often has to furnish the information even though the

documents are prepared by the Staff, under NEPA, and are

the Staff's responsibility in that sense.

It is also true that they can be modified to a

certain extent by the Board or by an Appeal Board.

However, if it is a very substantial significant,

or basic, modification you probably then would have to

recirculate it among the parties to comment on the draft

22 Environmental Statement now.

23

24

25

So, you could be getting yourself into a problem

there, too. So, it isn ' totally correct. thai the Board

has the power just to modify it per se. It has the power
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bui you have goi io waich your recirculation.
I, therefore, think that you should give some

thought io ihe specificity reauired on a Conteniion as a

pleading, even under our pleading practice which is not

as iechnical as some staie pleading goes; but noneiheless,

a certain amount of specificity is normally expected, if
not reauired, so that everyone can address evidence or

iestimony if ihey find it necessary.

Or, if you on behalf of Intervenors, want io

challenge.

Now, thai, is what I ihink we are trying to get

you io look at in terms of the generality of Contention l
which I now understand your point, that it is not mooi

because you weren'i limiting it to reauiring the Staff to

prepare it under NEPA and then saying they d.idn'i have io,

bui now you wish io go beyond it.
Fine. No problem with thai, but ihe specificity

and wiihin a reasonable time frame io permit discovery if
19 necessary and io permii trial preparation is, I think, now

20 a matter that is not insignificant.
21 VR. CHONIN: Okay. 'Zhe only problem that ihe

22

23

24

25

Intervenor has is I kind of feel ihat I am buying „somethin

ihai I haven'i had--I didn't examine or see yei.

So, when I siari io talk in terms o f a time

frame-- let ' assume ihai ihai final EIS comes oui and
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something thai. just never dawned on anybody in that final
EIS pops up at us, something ihat just hasn'0 been a part
of--I really--I don'0 anticipate that because there is a

loi, of overlap between the other Contentions and the EIS.

But, I think in fairness to me I should not have

io agree to any type of a time frame in .ierms o f making

any more specific aitacks on ihe EIS until I have the EIS,

and ihen through a conference call I would be happy to

work something out if you want, because, you see, really--
10 CHAIRMAN:MILLER: Let me interrupi just for a

moment on thai. point.
12 MR. CHONIN: Yes.
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: ~He don't want to have

conference calls.
I explained io you that as a matter of

courtesy we held the one ihe other day.

t~R. CHONIN: Uh-huh.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: But we don'i wish to--
especially perform substantial matiers on the telephone.

I wouldn't even aitempi to wiihout a court reporier on.

Yhen you stari gearing up to ihat, we might as

well have a hearing wiih you.

MR. 'CHONIN: All right.
CHAIRMAN tlILLER: So, don't look io telephone

conferences in ihe future, now, as covering substani,ive
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points, please.

NR. CHONXN: Okay. Nell, we are coming back, I
believe, in, April, the 24th and 25th--

4 CHAIRl1AN MILLER: !"'.e are if it appears necessary
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afier our conference--

l1R. CHON IN: Okay .

going to have to find out what kind of moiions people are

going to file, where your discovery is.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: -- which is to sav that we are

There are a loi of things noi now apparent to us.

Ne will make--we will discuss that with you, this after-
noon, let's say.

I

So, don't "assume thai we are, although we said

we will, unless it appears to be necessary.

NR. CHONIN: All right. Okay.

CHAIRMAN.MILLER: Okay.

NR. CHONIN: So--

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Let me ask the Staff: Do I
infer thai the Intervenor has forever to make Contentions

on new matters raised on the report you are aoing io

21 issue?

22 i4R. GOLDBERG: No, Judge Luebke. I am glad you

23 gave me an opporiuniiy to clarify that.

24 Under the Regulations, particularly 2.714 there

25 are certain reauiremenis thai someone seeking to file
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amended Contentions must. observe--and this is--there is

'case law also to support that--
DOCTOR LUEBKE: Hew Contentions--

MR. GOLDBERG: Nell, new or amended Contentions
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in an untimely manner which means after the customary

period for the advancement of Contentions.

think that--
DOCTOR LUEBKE: Excuse me. They are not un-

timely.
CHAXRMAN NlLLER: '."Tell, they would be if he could

raise them now and doesn'0 and waits until then, I think is

what means.

MR. GOLDBERG: I think thai typically any

contention advanced outside of the Contention--well, outside

of the period for the initial advancement of. Contentions

is viewed as untimely within the content of ihe

regulations and case law.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: He hasn't seen the document, yet.

MR. GOLDBERG: i~tell, that, can provide, perhaps,

a basis for the introduction of a late or new Contention.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: That is what, I am talking about.

MR. GOLDBERG: That could provide the "good

cause" but thai--there still has io be some-- some showing

of good cause among oi=her--

DOCTOR LUEBKE: How long does he have to do thai.
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NR. GOLDBERG:. Ilell, there is no fixed period
within which someone can file a motion to amend 'or to
add an additional Contention as long as he goes through--

10

12

makes the requisite showing in 2.714; good cause for
filing in that time frame, the effect it is going to have

on the scope of i.he proceeding and other provisions that
are in 2. 714 which I am not going to elaborate now.

As to the final Statement, whether the final
Statement can provide the occasion for the introduction
of a new Contention, I think that it is reasonable to
adhere to the 15 days that the parties agreed would be the

period within which I thought any discovery might be

13 pursued following the preparation of the final Statement,
14 and I think it is also ample time to seek the Introduction
15
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of any new issues.

How, I would say that the Staff issued an

Environmental Impact Appraisal in the summer of 1979. It
issued 'a draft Environmental Statement in December of 1980

and this final Environmental Statement should come as

really no surprise to the participants in this proceeding

as to ii:s contents.

How, it is quite natural, indeed, i.he purpose of

a final Statement to address comments thai were generated

on the draft and to provide the most timely information

available.
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So, there is obviously going io be what you

might call, broadly,"new information." Thai is the very

purpose of the final Statement.

I don'--I am not going io say right now that tha

provides the occasion for the introduction of new

Contentions or any obligation, unless it contains

significant new information ihat would change the

environmenial results--
DOCTOR LUEBKE: He don't need to discuss today

whether it does or it doesn'i--

NR. GOLDBERG: Nell, I think--I recommend that

15 days be the time period wiihin which any new--

DOCTOR LUEBKE: --when you have agreed on 15

days--

NR. CHOHIH: Absolutely not. I don'--let'
back up for a second--

CHAIRNAH NILLER: One at a time.

. NR. CHOPIN: Let me make it clear from the

Intervenor's standpoint 'ihat I have no ini ntion of

agreeing wiih Siaf f that. in order for us to raise issues

concerning ihai EIS we have to follow ihe rules relaiive

to amending Contentions.

Now, thai issue is in this lawsuii and that is

whether or noi that EIS factually and legally complies

with the law.
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And there is no reauirement for us io now come in

if ihere are. issues thai are raised. The only thing this
Board is asking me to do, as I understand ii, is just like
all of the other Contentions, when the final EIS comes out

you wani me io refine and to siate io you legally and

factually what we think the issues to be litigated
concerning that EIS is.

Now, we certainly don'0 have to amend and raise

a new Contention, because Conieniion 1 is whai we intend

io litigate under and by us now being reauired to come in

and move for an amendment to bring other Contentions in,
I don'i think legally we would have to do thai.

CHAIPMAN MILLER: Counsel, let me interrupi you

a minute.

Ne are having a disagreement so we are going to

have to rule.
Your Contention l is lacking in specificiiy. It

does noi challenge any--let alone specified portions--of

an Environmental Impact S tat emeni.

20 MR. CHONIN: How could it? !0e haven't gotten

21

22.

23

one.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: .7?ell, you have filed some io

ihe draft Environmental Statement which iiself is rather

24 extensive and you have filed some objections to that. You

25 have seen a good deal of information, as counsel pointed
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You have also seen the Environmental Impact

Appraisal last year, so as to subject matter, ther is a

good deal of material available to you.

Now, if you want to plead with some specificity
now by rephrasing Contention l we would allow you to do so,

but you persist in telling us you think that is su ficient.
So, I am giving you warning, it is wholely

lacking in specificity as a Contention.

And if you want to stand on it, do it at your

14

17

12

16

peril.
DOCTOR PARIS: In other words, Nr. Chonin, after

the final Environmental Impact Statement is issued if you

find things in it that you think are inadequate and,

therefore, that it does not meet the requirements of NEPA

you must file Contentions specifying those things that

you think are inadeauate and be prepared to litigate those.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: I am concerned about the date

19

20

21

23

24

25

by which you do that.
MR. CHONIN: Okay.

I am perfectly agreeable to doing that, but I--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: $'7el 1, s tate it now for the

record.

MR. CHONIN: Okay.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What you are agreeable to
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doing and within what time frame and we will accept it as

a proffered stipulation and then rule on it.
MR. CHONIN: . The Intervenor is prepared to vithin

30 days from the issuing of the final EIS to file with the

Board what issues--what Contentions we intend to assert

to prove i.hat the final EIS does not legally and factually

.comply with NEPA, which would give us till May 1st if the

schedule works out.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I think we understand.

10 MR. CHONIN: Okay.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, let'--any comment or

12

16

17

15

18

19

20

ob jection to that proffered stipulation?

MR. GOLDBERG: Yes, Judge Miller, I do have a--

both a comment and an objection.

Under our present schedule we are set to file
summary disposition motions by April 15th, although perhaps

with the advancement of the hearing date by one day the

summary disposition motions can be advanced one day.

The Staff believes that on the strength of its
Environmental Statement it would move for summary

21

22

disposition of a Contention challenging the factual and

legal sufficiency of the--of that final document.

23 And if ve do not have any redesignation of

24 issues surrounding the 'stat ment until L'Tay 1 we obviously

25 cannot observe that April 15th date.
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So, I guess my preference would be to--I think
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I am generally sympathetic with the need, perhaps, to

state with more specificity some of the--the nature of the

challenge to the document, but I will say that. we want to

have the opportunity to move for a summary decision on that

matter because we believe that the strength of the

Statement will demonstrate that is appropriate.

MR. CHONIN: I would have--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: &Tait. Let me hear from other

counsel.

MR. COLL: Judge Miller, on behalf of the

Licensee we would object to the 30-day time period.

In agreeing--in negotiating the agreed upon

schedule we recognize that there might have to be some

additional discovery after the issuance of ihe FES and.

that is--without going into the discussions we had, that

~ is the reason that dates vere established which provide

for the cutoff of .discovery 15 days after the issuance of

the FES.

And I would suggest and recommend thai that is

an appropriate time period within which or by which furtha

specificity of the Contentions attacking iha adeauacy of

the IS be filed.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right, counsel.

MR. CHONIN: That comment just within itself
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doesn't make sense. How can a lawyer when he still has

discovery open io him define and narrow issues legally
until such iime as his discovery is compleied so thai he

gets the answers that he is entitled to get.
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April lSth is the cutoff date for me to propound

discoveries. So, boih ihe Staf f and ihe Licensee are

askina me to keep my discovery open but while I still have

goi discovery out., come up with legal conclusions and

narrow the issues.

Thai's not fair. Nor, does even NEPA reauire

me to do anything like that,. So, if--
CHAIRMAN l(ILLER: Pardon me just. a minuie.

NR. CHONIN: Yes.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: I >rant io be sure thai we are

using t,erms in ihe same fashion.

You understand that a Contention is much like a

pleading--

|1R. CHONIN: I understand.

CHAINED!AN MILLER: --as you as a lawy'er would

20 ierm it.
21

22

~He are noi requiring you io plead evidence.

bIR. CHONIN: Okay .

23

24

25

CHAIRS".AN IIILLER: 5'hz,ch means, there fore, iha

you are able io frame with more specificitv of. pl ading

ihan you have here, which is none; but noneiheless, noi
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pui you io an onerous burden of analyzing a complex

document., for example, and pointing oui in whai manner you

iniend io attack, especially factually.
Ne want you to understand ihat we are using ihe

term in a somewhat broader sense.

MR. CHONIN: Okay. All right, sir.
I am sorry, I didn'i understand that, but you
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can see whai I was talking about relative to if I just
have io--I still ihink I need 30 days to file my new

pleadings relative io the EIS.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Ne are considering giving you

some slight time extension, bui not the 30 days.

MR. CHONIN: tlhatever. I ihink we have pretty
much given our positions. 97e will leave it up to you. I
will live wiih whatever your ruling is.

CHAIRMAN 51ILLER: Nhat we are inclined to do, we

will iell you jusi a little bit. There is no need to

prolong this aspect of our discussion.

Ne are thinking about April 20th which would

give you 20 days, counsel, and ii is also in consideration

of ihe faci that we now feel thai we will definiiely be

coming for a prehearing conference on April 27th and 28th

as we had scheduled.

(le now believe that there is going io be enough

maiiers thai we should be in touch with the parties and
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counsel in order to expeditiously get. to a hearing in an

intelligent fashion.

I think you can now count on that as a pretty
firm thing.
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HR. CHONIN: In order to accommodate the Board

then I think Hr. Goldberg is correct, if we have=a 45-day

cutoff for--from the date of the final hearing for the

last day to file motions for summary disposition I certain-
ly don'--I don't want to have to answer a motion for
summary disposition when I haven'0 filed my pleading yet.

And I think what we are going to have to do in
order to clear things up and still go to your June 2nd, is
I would agree to shorten the time af ter I- file my pleading

concerning the final EIS and you may want to have a

motion for summary disposition filed, say, before Hay 1st

as to that. one issue and then we can argue that when we

come to the Hay 22nd time--if I am making myself clear--
because April 20th is going to put them out of the time

frame to file a motion for summary disposition on the EIS.

And, if they file it earlier it is going to be--

put me in a position that I am answering a motion for
summary disposition when I haven't even plead yet.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: No one has said about delivery--

April 1st is the delivery date or is it the publication-

date?
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NR. GOLDBERG: Publication.
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DOCTOR LUEBKE: And you are going to hand-

deliver it to the Intervenor in this expedited schedule?

CHAIR"IAN HILLER: I would suggest thai you do.

Ne would sugg'est all parties, now, when you esiablish

daies, that the Board wants to have it in hand by the date,

noi in the U. S. mail, and we suggest also ihat it be in

hand to the parties because we are not going to. gamble wiih

the U.S. mail.

Ne need to have ii physically lodged wiih whoever

is eniitled io it, which is certainly the Board and

opposing counsel as well.

This applies to all of you on all dates on all
filings.

NR. GOLDBERG: The Staff will do what it can.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Nell, if the Staff can't then

the schedule slips.
NR. GOLDBERG: Appropriately.

CHAIR~~!M NILLER: Nell, we would like to avoid

slippages. I don'. mean to put you on ihe spot--

NR. GOLDBERG: If we can get it in iheir hands

April 1 we will, you know, we will do ii.
CHAIRS!AN llILLER: '!lel1, what is the s iatus o f

your vie~ps? As a 'awyer, do vou think ihai you can in a

reasonable probabiliiy?
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MR. GOLDBEPG: Let ma confer with--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes. Check it out, if you

wish.
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(Discussion off the record.)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Have you all had time to

confer, counsel?

MR. GOLDBERG: Yes. Briefly.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
MR. GOLDBERG: I believe that we will undertake

every effort to have ii in the parties'ands on April 1.

I have an offer of. assistance from Mr. Coll in order to

further ihat--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Fine. Thank you.

Well, it will help everyone and we hope ihat
all counsel will take the same attitude throughout the

hearing on this.
Ne have enough problems with each other, but

professionally, we don't have io kiss each other or cause

each oiher problems.

20

21

I appreciate your cooperation.

All right. Now, lei me ba certain thai we

22 undersiand clearly what we are going to do.

23 Coniention 1 as it now stands, tha Board regards

24

25

as moot. with reference to the necessity of the issuance

of an Environmental Impact Statement by NRC.
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However, the Board also recognizes. the

Iniervenor ' wish to raise a Conteniion as to ihe adequacy

and sufficiency, both legally and factually, of a final
Environmental Impaci Statement to be filed and in the

hands of the pariies by April 1, 1981.

Accordingly, the Board is therefore amending

10

ihe schedule to the extent necessary and granting leave

to the exient required by Contention 1 as presently

phrased and as lacking in specificity at present, to give

counsel for Intervenor and Intervenor the opportunity to.

file a Contention with more specificity known as

13

14

15

Contention number 1 under our new numbering system which

will plead or set forth its position and/or anticipated

challenges and the like to the FES by or before April 20,

1981.

16

17

Are we in agreement so far?

NR. CHONIN: The Intervenor agrees with the

18

19

20

21

22

statement.

CHAIRMAN tfILLER: Now, let. me ask of ihe Staff

now. Did this have the effect of changing any of the

subsequent time for the oiher matters set, forth in ihe

revised schedule?

23

24

I think ii mighi, but I wani, in terms of having

clarity now,.'o have you address that if you would, please

25 l1R. GOLDBERG: Nell, I have already indicated
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ihe problem it poses for filing'imely summary disposition
and ~~e would certainly like allowance for summarv

disposition on this Contention, either in advance in an

aniicipitory fashion or following this April 20 submission.

I believe also--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What'do you request in. that
regard2

MR. GOLDBERG: Ne will take two weeks if we are

to file upon receipt of this.
10 I am a little unclear about. the status because

it seems right now we do not have a duly admitted
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Contention upon which a motion would properly lie and,

in fact, we may not even after the April 20 filings.
However, -we can eliminate issues from this

hearing. Ne would like to. So--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: It is not auite that

supposititious. He have indicated that we regard it in

its present form as defective because of a lack of

specificity.
Ne have discussed it with counsel and we under-

stand, I think, the contentions of all counsel with

regard to pleading--with pleading specificity of whatever

matters may be engendered or triggered by the FES that the

Staff is going i:o file on April l.
25 And we have therefore, and in accordance with
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ihai. understanding, granted Intervenor to and including
April 20th to have such a staiemeni of contention or issue

reasonably specified in ihe hands of the parties and ihe

Board.
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Now, I am asking you what--following 0hat

receipt, now, by ihe Staf f on April 20th, on the

Conieniions, what do you reauesi?

NR. GOLDBERG: Well, assuming ihat we can

accepi the filing as a Contention for purposes of develop-

ing this schedule we would like.until Vay l to file a

moiion io summarily dispose of thai issue if it is deemed

appropriai.e.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, 1ei= me jus t inquire

parenthetically: Are you adhering to vour announced

intention of starting trial on June 2 as requested by

Licensee?

Is thai.--am I to take thai as the coniinuing--

HR. GOLDBERG: Yes, and I would like to--

NR. CHONIN: I think it is unrealistic.

NR. GOLDBERG: I would like to--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: I am beginning io ihink now

thai you are coming inio conflict with ihose iwo concepts,

bui go ahead, if ihis is what you want--

NR. GOLDBERG: But, ihe conflict is noi one thai

the Staff, you know, wanis to contribuie io. I ihink ihai
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we have had a--you know, this proceeding was initiated
over three years ago and--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Look, let's not agonize over
the last three years, two years or one year. Let's go

wiih where we are. Lei's gei ii on the track.
MR. GOLDBERG: I think we ought to adhere to the

schedule and I think that we--we have undertaken, you

know, considerable ef fort io iry and see that that
schedule is observed, including the timely preparation and

issuance of our inal Statemeni.

And if there is going io be any filing--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: By the way, when you are ialkin

about schedule, thai Siatement was due in November or

December, wasn't ii, if I am reading some of these files
correctly?

77asn't ihe Staff going to file some of these

ihings--you have had some slippage ihere on your

Environmental Impact Statement..

MR. GOLDBERG: Ue certainly have had some

slippings in the schedule.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All righi.
That's why I said let's take it as we are now.

Lei's noi anybody aci abused and siari agonizing over the

past, bui let's go wiih where we are now.

MR. GOLDBERG: '.7e would like to--
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now what are you requesting?

MR. GOLDBERG: I am requesting that we have

uniil May l to file a motion for summary disposition
siemming from ihe April 20 filina reaarding the

Environmental Staiement--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
MR. GOLDBERG: --recognizing that they may or

may noi- emanate in a Contention.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
WJe will now hear from counsel in that regard.

MR. CHONIN: Nell, that gives me till May 20i h

with which--when I can respond to that motion for summary

disposition which falls right at the time of our pre-

trial hearing which places me in ihe position of havina

to respond to that and get ready for trial and whaiever

else have you.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Pardon me just a minute.

Nhat is ihe time period for responses to motions

for summary--

MR. CHONIN: .Twenty days.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Lei me check that. I thought

ii was 25.

23

24

25

llR. CHONIN: ' Ii might be wiih the mailing.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Lei me just check it while we

are going on. I would like to gei ihe--
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MR. CHONIN: All right.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Do you happen to know, Staff

counsel, Mr. Goldberg?

MR. GOLDBERG: I believe it is twenty days plus

five for mailing.

MR. CHONIN: Now, if they mail it, to me I will
almost have to the day of the trial to--and you can rest

assured I will take it, too.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Hold it just a minute.

10 What is the summary disposition section?

MR. GOLDBERG: 2.749.

12

13

CHAIRMAN MITLER: Thank you.

You see, things are never easy, are they? Ne were

14

15

going to have a 'ten-minute--okay. I know, I am not

arguing about it, I am just glad we came down.

16 It is twenty days and 1 did have in mind the

17
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five-day period that Staff counsel pointed out. I was

thinking, though, for twenty-five days if mailed. Now, of

course you could shorten that by five days.

Mr. Goldberg, would be in a position by the way,

to shorten it bv the five days? which is to get it in

their hands rather than by mailing within twenty days?

I am not pushing you one way or the other. I

"just want the record to be clear so we can go ahead with

our computation of time.
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MR. GOLDBERG: This is on the summary disposition

mo tion?
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

MR. GOLDBERG: Uhen would you like it in hand?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Nell, we will ask counsel for
Intervenor. He has indicated that he is thinking in i.erms

of 20 days from the date that he receives your n|otion for

summary disposition and I am pointing out that that 20

days, unless he is waiving time would presuppose getting

it in hand physically rather than by mailing which would

give him 25 days .

MR. CHONIN: Judge Miller?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

MR. CHONIN: You know, when you start dealing

in procedural situations the rule also provides thai. if th

circumstances permit anyone can move to extend the time

for responding to motions for summary disposition and

whatever else happens.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, I understand that.

MR. CHONIN: I am not implying that I have an

intention to do that, it is just that I don't want to end

up si:ipulating to somei.hing and give up something that

the rules already allow without seeing that final EIS or

without seeing their motion for summary disposition I am

really not sure of what my position would be after I get
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lt ~

I think the rule also--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
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Well, the Board has discretion, you understand

that. We also, when we are getting into a tight time

situation on the trial date we are going to require a

pretty strong showing of good cause because we are now
h

going into some of these uncertainties.
MR. CHQNIN: Absolutely.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: And we can't anticipate

everything, nor can you, but still it isn't as though you

are in court and nobody cares if you gei another 30 days.

MR. CHONIN: I understand.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: It is a little different;
MR. CHONIN: I understand thai.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well,now where are we?

You asked for 20 days. Is 20--20 is what you

would be entitled io--
MR. CHONIN: Yes .--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: --if it were not for ihe

21

22

23

24

mailing and counsel is thinking about that.

MR. CHONIN: 77ell, I think the agreemeni only

has to be that they have--you are extending the tine

within which they have to file a motion for a summary

disposition as to Contention l?
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

MR. CHONIN: So that they ~rill file that by Mav

1st and then ihe rule comes into play and I have goi to
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respond depending on whether they mail it to me or hand-

deliver it to me or--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thai is what. I don't want io

gamble on now; Five days can be getting critical by June

1st. Ne would like to know right now--

MR. CHONIN: Nell, thai is up to them. The ball

is in their court as to how they gei . it to me.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That's where the ball is.
MR. GOLDBERG: Nell, we will endeavor to gei,

our moiion, if it is filed as laic as May 1, to all
pariies.

I musi say thai we may move in advance of that

date and perhaps even in advance of the April 20 dai e on

ihe strength of ihe document as it exists, and let the

alleged deficienc'ies comprise effectively a response to

thai motion.

MR. CHONIN: Then as I am siiting here right now

I wani. this record to show thai if ihey file a motion for

summary disposiiion prior to April 20th which is the last

day I have io plea io ihe EIS I don'i--I am moving for a

coniinuance in terms of responding righi now because he

can'i pui me 'in the position of having to respond to
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something thai I haven ' plead i.o yei.
And you would have to automatically extend the

time for me so I don't know what he is talking about about

them might do it earlier than April 20th. Thai, I don'

think, would .be fair.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: I don't think today we need io

chase it down any farther. I think we understand what the

rules of practice are and you people can file any kind of-

motions you want and the Board will take such action as ii
deems appropriate.

So, as things stand now the Staff will have

until May the 20th in ~rhich to file a motion based upon--

MR. CHONIH: Mav the 1st--

CHAIRMAH MILLER: --resiated--May the 1st--

Conteni.ion 1, will plead the specificity as to the PES.

You then will have, on behalf of the Ini.ervenor,

io and including May the 20th.

MR. CHONIN: Unless ii is mailed.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Nell, I am not too sure about

thai.
21

22

23

24

25

MR. CHONII1: Nell, I get five days for mailing,

so I would have till May 25th--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Unless we shorten the time.

Ne have discretion both ways, you understand.

However, we would anti'cipate thai if ere didn'
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get i't by mail thai ere would probably would honor a

request. for your five days.

The Staff, on ihe other hand, I think has

indicated that ii is going to e..ert every effort io get. ii.
to you in advance so I think maybe you don't need to

chase that, one much farther.
NR. CHONIN: All right.
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CHAIR~VH 14ILLER: No~r, what happens iherea fter,
the Siaf f, of course, is free to file such motions as it
wishes to, including those for summarv disposition and we

will„go 'in accordance crith our practice and procedure

ihereafter.
How, I have raised io you the general cautionary

noie, io the Licensee especially, ihai we had thought you

had a raiher tight schedule to siari a trial June 2, so we

have to work backwards on seeing thai--we are seeing some

of the problems that inhere in being able to do that.

The Board--we can start trial with vou next

19 week. ale are ready to go, bui we recognize that ihe

20 parties have certain rights, even obligaiions, as to

21 discovery, moiions and the like.
22

23

But, you can see that there are some

here and I can'0 iell you that ~re can swear by

problems

all ihat

24

25

is holy thai-:re can si art trial June 2nd if we gei into

some of these very subsiantial and significant, motions for
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summary disposition and responses thereto, and it may be

that something possibly as broad as that. Lle will have to

see. Maybe the issues will be narrowed.

But, if they 'are significantly broad we just

might have to schedule the hearing before the Board on

the motions.

Ne will lat it come to pass.

Does anyone have anything further to say now on

the renumberad Contention number l?

DOCTOR PARIS: I think we had better'get the

numbering straightened out at the outset. Ne renumbered

Contention 2 of the September 25, '79 Order as our new

Contention number l, but. now we have gone back and we have

still got Contention number l in and does Contention

number 2 then go back to Contention number 2?

CHAIRMAN I4ILLER: As I was about to state,

Contention l becomes ranumbered number l.
Ne now proceed to what is designated on page 2

as Contention number 2 which we previously indicated we

were going to renumber as l, which we now rescind.

Contention number 2 as stated on page 2 becomes
J

--remains our current Contention number 2 with the two

paragraphs A and B as previously read.

24

25

Is this agreed to?

l4R. CHONIN: Intervenor agrees.
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HR. GOLDBERG: Agreed.

CHAIRMAN llILLER: Very well.
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17e now come to stated Contention 3 on page 2 of

the Board Order of September 25, 1979 which indicates that

--parenthetically it is Contentions 3 and 4 combined and

refined which will now read as follows:
"Contention 3--this will be the current number-

ing. "During'he course of the repairs proposed by the

Licensee, ('a) the handling, processing, storing or

discharging of primary coolant or (b) the discharging of

laundry waste water is likely to result in the release of

radioactive material to unrestricted areas in quantities

which will not be as low as is reasonably achievable

within the meaning of 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50."

Are there any changes or revisions proposed?

liR. CHONIN: Not by the Intervenor.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Hearing none, Contention 3--

renumbered Contention 3 will stand then as our current

pleading in that regard.

Ne now come to page 3 of the same Board Order,

what is there referred to as Contention =6 will be re-

numbered under the new Order as of today, Contention 4.

Contention 4 will read as follows:

"There're likely to occur radioactive releases

from one or more stored assemblies to unrestricted areas
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which violate 10 CPR Part 20 or are not as low as is

reasonably achievable wiihin the meaning of l0 CPR Pari 50,

as a result of:
a. substantial immersion of the steam generators

in sea water during a hurricane;

b. movement of steam generators while so

immersed;

c. -'mpact of such moving steam generators upon

zhe walls of the structure in which th'ey are stored or upon

another object .or objects;

d. corrosion resuliing from moisiure, sea waier,

or sali spray; or
r

e. leakage through the floor beneath the stored.

steam generaiors."
\

Is ihere any objeciion to this phraseology of

Contention number 4 as renumbered?

MR. CHONIN: On behalf of the Intervenor, with-

out knowing what your reaction would be it. is our position

ihai under ihe EIS ihe question of a hurricane hitting

during the actual repair project probably can be

litigated--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Probably can--

MR. CHONIN: --under Contention l.
24 -But, if there is'ny problem with that, <re would

25 jusi. want io then amend what will now be Contention 4 i.o
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provide that a, b, c, d.and e can occur during ihe repair

iiself because the way ihe Contention is now worded you

really are just dealing with "77hat if a hurricane hits

after the containment building is built and stuff is in

there, what can occur," but, ihe Licensee intends to take,

I believe, six io nine months on each repair project and

wherever he starts or ~rherever he ends you are going to

be coming into a hurricane season.

And therefore, we ~rould ask to amend Contaniion

4 to include ihose items--

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Tlell, state ihe terminology of

ihe amendment io the Contention if such a raauest were

allowed so thai we know what we are talking about.

DOCTOR PARIS: Before he does that--

Hr. Chonin, lat me ask you ihis: In our Order

of February 23, 1981, the Board said that the Board puts

the parties on notice thai it intends to hear evidence on

the repair schedule as it relaies to ihe timing of the

hurricane season.

And I wonder in view of that it is necessary to

21 modify the Coniantion 4 io adjust--to accommodate.

22 &IR. CHONIN: Judge Paris, you ara right and I

23 don't think I--
24 CHAIR~IAN PILLER: I am not totally sure there

25 is a .pleading there--
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."1R. CHONIN: I don't think that we have to

provided ihat Order covers it.
My problem vas I didn't quite know where that
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Order fiis in in terms of thai.
CHAIRMAN HILLER: I would have a serious doubt.

I would have to confer with my colleagues on this.
I don' believe that the fact. that. ihe pariies

were put on noiice as to the conflict on the timing of

the hurricane season would be an. adequate pleading matter

that would be sufficient, to make a through e of Coniention

4 applicable to ongoing matters as you indicated you

wish as a pleading.

&le would the re fo re--

NR. CHONIN;- All right. Then I--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: --still like to know your

language and I vill take ii up wiih my colleagues so thai

we don't have to look at different papers.

IIe are trying here in one place now to gei. a

statemeni of Contentions and--

20

21

22

NR. CHOIIIN: Just going off the top of my head

wiih ii, I would just revise--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Ne will give you a ien-minute

recess ~

24

25

NR. CHONIN: Oh, okay .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: So you can go below ihe iop o f
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your head.

'2 &le are off the record now.

(Thereupon, a short recess was taken,

after which the following proceedings

were had:)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right. The hearing will
resume, please.

I think revised or renumhered Contention number

4 was the subject expressed by counsel to make a slight
10 modification.

Is i=hat correct?

12

13

14

15

MR. CHONIN: Yes, it is, Judge Miller.
May it please the Board, the Intervenor would

move to amend Contention 4 in the following =manner:

The present language which was just read by

16

17

18

Judge Miller would be subsection A or 4-A and 4-B would

be added to it which would read as follows:

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Read it slowly now. This is

19 4-B?

20

21

MR. CHONIN: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Superseding the 4-b i:hat I

22 just read?

23

24

MR. CHONIN: Yes, sir.
I'm sorry. Yes. I am talking here that it

25 would be big A--
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2

CHAIRMAN HILLER: '."'here do you have big A?

NR. CHONIN: Nell, I am making a big A.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Okay. Hhat I just read then,

a through e, small leiters, is going to--
MR. CHONIN: Stand.

CHAIRMAN I1ILLER: --be part of capital A?

NR. CHONIN: Corr ct.
CHAIRMAN '1ILLER: All righi.

10

11

14

13

15

17

18

16,

Now, where does capiial B then sei in?

HR. CHONIN: All right.
Capital B would read as follows:
"There" are likely to occur radioactive releases,

(from. the steam generator" repair) io unrestricted areas

which violate 10 CFR Pari 20 or are not as low as is

reasonably achievable wiihin the meaning o. 10 CFR Part

50 as a result of a hurricane or oiher violent-storms

striking ihe siie during ihe steam generaior repairs."

CHAIRMAN IIILLER: Do you have thai in wriiing?
19 ~TR. CHONIN: . Yes, sir.
20

21

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Could you lei the reporter see

ii because we are trying now to gei ihe compleie accuracy

22

23

of ihe terminology.

Are ihere comments or objections now io ihe

24

25

added paragraph capii al B as just read into the record by

the Staff or ihe Licensee?
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MR. GOLDBERG: Yes. The Staf f opposes i.he

request to amend newly denominated Contention 4.

First, the request to amend is not timely and
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there has been no showing that the request satisfies the

factors governing non-timely filings in Seci:ion 2.714 and

interpretive case law, particularly the waterford Decision,

thai. is LPB-73-31 6 AEC 717, appeal dismissed as

interlocutory ALAB (phonetic) 168 6 AEC 1155, 1973

decisions.

There is--this expands the scope of the

Contention beyond that which was originally designated.

There does not appear any new information or any good

. cause for the late inclusion of this kind of an issue,

nor is there any factual bas-is advanced which would suppor

the admission of such a Contention, quite apart from its
untimeliness.

So, we would definitely oppose the Contention

and/or request, that it be reduced to writing and--so that

we can adjudge whether or not, the appropriate factors that

come into play in such a late filing have been m

CHAIRMAN MILLER: It is reduced to writing, you

understand. You are free to look at it here--

MR. GOLDBERG: I understand, but we have several

factors; no good cause why this could not have been filed-

in a more timely fashion; there is no showing of what othe
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means whereby his interest in this matter can be protected.;

there is no discussion of the extent to which is

participation might assist in the development of a record

on this issue, even assuming its merit; there is no show-

ing of ihe extent to which his interest in the matter will
be otherwise represented; and, there is no showing of the

extant to which this will broaden the issues and delay the

proceeding.COCHAIRMAN

?IILLER: The auestion was what do you

base your contention that those five factors are

applicable and not" upon the fact that--
NR. GOLDBERG: On the case law that I cited,

the Naterford--

CHAIRHAi|l HILLER: That preceded the factors.

That was AEC and that was 1973--

NR. GOLDBERG: That is interpretive of the

factors that precaded--vou ara right-.-the present

designation of'he rule, bui it is--
CHAIRMAN HILLER: Amended about a year and a hal

20 ago in July.

21 NR. GOLDBERG: Amended about a year and a half

22

23

ago only in one respect, only to take out the good cause

showing from the taxi of 2.714 and add it as a fifth
24 factor.

25 So, it really did not change the intent of iha
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re'gulation or its applicability.
So, I would argue ihat that case is applicable;

thai we do now have--as you point out--a regulaiion that

says non-timelv filings will not be entertained absent a

determination by the presiding officer thai the request

should be granted based on the balancing of the following

factors, which I characterized in my direct position.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Nell, I am familiar with ihe

five factors.

10
Where have you discussed the discretionary

factors which were discussed and set up by the Commission

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

12

13

16

about iwo years ago?

MR. GOLDBERG: Nell, is this Board prepared now

io say thai this is a serious safety or environmental

matter that they want us to entertain on--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The Board is not prepared to

argue the matter with you or any other counsel.

The Board is prepared to hear from you and I hav

asked you to address the discretionary faciors which the

Commission set out in a case where I am followed by the

Appeal Board in the .lasi year, two years and. so forth.

You haven't addressed ihe discretionary at, all,
nor have you explained to me--maybe you iniended io--

MR. GOLDBERG:'kay. I-- Go ahead. I'm sorry.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: --whai brought about ihe
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allegation that any of the five factors, are they

discretionary or applicable in this matter.

In other words, your predicate.

NR. GOLDBERG: Llell, my predicate is Section
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2.714 says that--sets out the requirements for non-timely

filings.
This is a non-timely filing and unduly expands

the scope of a previously admitted contention and I might

add, at quite a late date and in an unusual manner by

presenting it orally rather than in writing.
I cite--the cited case law, I believe, supports

the position that there must be some kind of affirmative

showing for expanding Contentions in this fashion after
the Contention a'dvancement period." has been concluded.

Now, I think that, is as a matter of law.

Now, as a matter of discretion, obviously, if the

Board sees that there is an issue of some safety or

environmental importance it may elect to require some kind

of evidentiary consideration of that matter.

I still don't find any affirmative showing that

such a case is present here, but if it is, then the Board

may elect to exercise discretion, and in. fact, the Sta f
23

24

may e'ncourage it, to do so.

But, all we have right now is an assertion which

25 we are asked to now adduce evidence on and go through the
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liiigation process.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: TTell, thai's not quite all, is.
it, counsel?

Are you ignoring the portion of the article thai
Judge Paris read io you which went into the maiter of
hurricane and conflicting siatemenis and the lack here?

Did you just ignore that?

10

MR. GOLDBERG: I am noi ignoring it--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Then address yourself to ii.
MR. GOLDBERG: ~Tell, we will be prepared to offer

12

whaiever testimony~ or oiher information we hope will
satisfy the Board on thai matter.
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Ii doesn' mean ihat we have a Coniention here

which I think is really--there is no factual basis here to

suggesi ihai this is going to be a problem, ihat ihere are

going io be readiological releases thai exceed the

requiremenis of law.

And as I understand the Board's leiter, it
doesn'ake

such an allegation. It simply wants io know if these

repairs occurred during October what is iheir vunerability
to a hurricane.

Thai is quiie a differeni thing than saying thai

23 we have io go and put on proof on an allegaiion such as

24

25

this if there are going io be impermissible radiological

releases from some hurricane anywhere along the site during
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any portion of the repair.
Ii is quite a different matter and we would resz,

on our--on my position that it should not be admitted.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Licensee?
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MR. COLL: l would adopt what Mr. Goldberg said

and go back and point. out to the Board that, as I under-

stand ii, this Contention originally stemmed from some

concerns thai Dr. Paris raised in the Order admitting

Mr. Oncavage in this proceeding and as phrased, that is/
the words "stored assemblies" in the present Contention

flow directly from those concerns about ihe storage of

ihe assemblies on site in the building, what it would be

built on and where ii would be built and whether ii would

have a roof or a floor and things of that nature.

I join in Mr. Goldberg's opposition to expanding

and enlarging these contentions in this proceeding this
morning.

Nith all due respect, Judg Miller, we were here

pursuant to a notice that there would be oral argument

on ihe Intervenor's motion to inspect the site.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Nith all due respect io you,

this is one matter that I mentioned on that telephone

23

24

conference. Here you on that conference'?

MR. COLL: Yes,

sir�.

25 CHAIRMAN MILLER: I have indicated that is why I
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don't like to use telephone confer nces because I said

whenever we meet with you, including the first time, be

prepared on anything pending so that we can accomplish

as much as is possible.

Now, I mentioned that and ihis is what I
contemplate under it, and in terms of ruling upon the

moiion when we gei to that--hopefully soon--we certainly
have io have as background, in order to rule upon that
motion, a knowledge of what ihe contingents are in order

io see if there is any nexus or logical connection.

So, I believe that this is also relevant to ihe

very literal construction ihat you mighi want. to make of
the notice.

NR. COLL: Nell, sir, my point is that these

Conteniions--I don't think there has been any misunder-

sianding between counsel that these are the Contentions

thai were going io be liiigaied in ihis proceeding and

uniil Your Honor offered this morning in this unusual

manner for everyone io amend ihese in any way they saw fit
verbally there has been no effort to amend these in

accordance with the rules bv--

22 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, when you set up this
23

24

schedule by agreement do you mean to tell me thai you
r

weren'i considering thai there was a possibiliiy of
25 refining some of these Contentions?
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Was this schedule that you have adopted here in

your June 2 sitting, was that made in some kind of vacuum?

because I see nothing unusual in this at a prehearing

conference especially when there have been further

preceding refinements of Contentions from August to

September of last year.

Now, you will recall--and I don't remember

hearing from you--there was a discussion a while ago vhen

Dr. Paris raised the point of what was contained in the

Order, of whether that did not in fact subsume this very

matter.

And counsel for Intervenor and Dr. Paris thought

that it did. I didn' cruite agree, which is why I said

I wanted clarity, bui I don'i recall hearing from you

saying, "My goodness, this is a new matter. Put it in

writing. The sky's going to fall in on us."

MR. COLL: Judge, ve will always provide

information in accordance with Orders from the Board.

Dr. Luebke had specific questions--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I understand that.

MR. COLL: --and requested specific--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I understand that, bui
ihat'.s'oi--that's

evading ihe point because a .while ago in

24 discussion here Dr. Paris and counsel for Intervenor boih

25 took the position, at'easi. preliminarily, that that
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statement in the Order which did stem'rom Dr.
Paris'ecruest

did cover what he is now making'xplicit under

paragraph B.

I take it you don't agree with that.
MR. COLL: No, sir, and this is the first

opportunity that, I have had to comment on that.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
Now, let me ask, in what respect does B--and it

is in writing here in the sense that I asked it to be

handed to the reporter and this will appear verbatin in

the transcript. And if you ~iish to examine it I think you

should have the opportunity.

It isn't just being done orally. 't is being

submitted in writing. You are free to examine, it.
But, I would like to know if vou feel that, you

wish to discuss it at this time in what respect you

consider that it is new or additional, untimely pleadings.

MR. COLL: Just let me go back and pick up one

of your statements when you questioned whether I would

have any opposition to refining issues.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: ves.

MR. COLL: I think there is a great deal of

difference between refining an existing issue and expandin

an issue as is proposed to, be done here--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
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NR. COLL: --to cons ider--
CHAIRNAH NILLER: That is what I am asking you

to explain in another way. That is what I wanted to hear

from you.

NR. COLL: And we are not refining issues here.

CHAIRNA'N NILLER: Nhat are you doing? What is
being done ihat you object to?

Tell me, what is the difference as you see it
now--

10 NR. COLL: I object--
CHAIRNAN MILLER: --if this B vere in and if it

12 were'ot and you had ihe Order?

13 NR. COLL: 4'ell, jusi as Nr. Goldberg has e..plain-

14

15

16

17

4 18

19

ed, ihis is a vholely new issue, wholely unrelated to

Dr. Paris'oncerns about ihe stored assemblies in the

building; and instead, relaied to any iype of event which

could occur during the repair.
CHAIRMAN NILLER: The hurricane and other matters?

NR. COLL: Nell, ii, says "or other violent
20 storms." I wrote ii down in my notes. It is as non-

21

22

specific as that.
CHAIRNAN NILLER: Non-specific. as a hurricane, I

23

24

guess, in the course of repairs. Isn'i that what=it is

being addr'essed. to, really?
25 NR. COLL: Ii says'a hurricane or other violeni
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storm," and quite frankly, all I can do is repeat that

language, sir.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: I know, but I am saying doesn'

that have enough specificity as a pleading matter to put

you on notice as to what. the Contention is being made--

MR. COLL: Oh, yes, sir. It is a brand new

issue. It has a tremendous amount of specificity in that

regard. It has nothing whatever to do--

10

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Pardon me just. a moment.

(Discussion off the record. )

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Could we have the copy of the

12 proposed amendment?

13 Can I hear from you,--
14

15

16

MR. COLL: Judge Miller, may I just--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: You weren't through? I'm

sorry. I didn'0 mean to cut you off. Go right ahead.

17 MR. COLL: There are two additional points that
18 I would like to make for the Board:

19

20

21

22

When the Intervenor was originally admitted to

this proceeding it was based upon representations and a

belief by the Board that. there would be only a delay of a

few months in the matter.

23 And. it seems to me that we are starting in a

24

25

process this morning here which is guaranteed to delay tne

proceeding, if in fact the Intervenor is going to be
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permitied to amend or enlarge and expand upon or even

suggesi new Contentions with regard to the discreiionary

aspects of ihe Board.

I think that must be balanced by a consideration

of possible prejudice to ihe other parties.
It would be extremely prejudicial to the

Licensee at this point to suddenly.-allow the Intervenor

open season on Contentions.

MR.. CHONIN: If I may--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Did you have another point?

I'm sorry. I wani to be sure thai Counsel has

had a chance io finish.
MR. COLL: No, sir, that's all I have.

MR. CHONIN: To respond just briefly. to ihe

Licensee's remarks, because we hear that staiement so

often over the last several months, it is not the

Intervenor that caused any delay in this proceeding.

An EIS was ordered. The Siaff had to prepare th t
EIS.

20 Now, it would be much more prejudicial to ihe

21

22

23

citizens of this state if somebody don't take a look ai

what's going to happen if a hurricane hits ihis site while

they are repairing oui there.

24 Now frankly, it is our position-in terms of

25 where the pleadings lie. How can ihey be arguing thai thi
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issue is untimely because this issue can be raised under

the EIS issue?

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Nell, that, is what I would like
to hear about because I am hearing now a slighi=ly different
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slant on what the EIS does or doesn', do.

NR. CHONIN: Because we sit here for an hour

and a half and then when a nerve is touched all of a

sudden an objection is made to what we were just doing for

the past hour and a half where nobody said anything and

we were trying io refine contentions.

CHAIRliAN HILLER: Elell, thai. is why I raised the

question on the status of the FES now and in the future,

an hour and a half or two hours acro when all of you said

everything is hunkv-dory.

This is ihe very kind of thing that when .it
develops. at trial it. is worse than when it develops now.

So, I would like to have you address yourselv'es

io ihe issues raised now by counsel for Staf f and the

Licensee on this.
In the first place, to what extent and in what

respects does this proposed amendm nt B vary, change,

enhance or enlarge the existing contentions and are, when

read in conjunction with Judge Paris'ortion of the

Order?

25 AIR. CHONIN: Judge lliller, as far as the
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Intervenor is concerned we are not asking for a

coniinuance in order for ihis issue to be raised. The same

3
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experts that would have to testify relative to Judge

Paris'oncern concerning the timing of the repair and

the hurricane season, relative to the contention as it now

exists concerning what happens in terms of ihe stored

assemblies when ii is put into the containmeni building,
there is not one iota of proof ihat, they can say that they

are unprepared .on and, they can't issue.

And I am shocked that the Staff would not want

to support. a position whereby we need io look into the

consideration of what is going to happen if a hurricane

hits during ihe repair, that. they are resisting that type

of Conieniion amendment.

Now, in terms o f--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: 1lhat are the differences? 11hat

are ihe changes?

MR. CHONIN: The only change is is you are going

to have the same iesiimony relaiive to what--what is a

hurricane and what is ihe severity of a hurricane and, what

happens and what are tide surges and what, are ihe wind

velocities.
And now what you are going to be involvina in--

24

25

okay, now whai if this happens ai a time when you have all
kind of equipment out ihere relaiive io the repair, you
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have got all kind of people out there, what can be the

response time in terms of battening down the hatches, so

to speak, in'he event that a very highly dangerous

procedure is going along while a particular hurricane might

hit like removing the steam generators from the building

and taking it over to the containment. building.

And there's absolutely no prejudice to them in

terms of adding this particular contention because if they

don ' deal with it in the final EIS you can bet that thai. '

I

going to be a major environmental impact that we are

going i=o contend needs to be raised.

The only reason that l responded is that you,

Judge fliller, asked me--and I thought that i.here already

had been a concession that everybody was trying to r'efine

Contentions and when Judge Paris and I seemed to be in

agreement you then said, "Nell, put something in writing."

And I think that they are just clouding the

issue here. There is no prejudice to them in i.erms of

doing this.
And in terms of untimeliness, it wasn'0 until

the letter that Hr. Coll sent to the Board--they are the

one that are trying to work this thing out on an October

23 firsi date.

24

25

They are the one that raised the issue of when

they want to repair. And under the HIS and under this
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Contention there is no reason in the world why they should

not be able to respond to this issue and the Staff should

want io pui on proof relative to what the ramifications
of a storm would be.

So, I think it is timely. I think there is good

cause. I think the EIS has opened up the issues

tremendously in terms of what can be heard and not heard

in this proceeding and there can be no prejudice io them

if you just added this B.
I ~

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Anything further?

htR. COLL: Judge, just one other--

CHAIRMAN NILLER: Yes. Ne are going to defer

ruling until this afternoon, but so far as you wish to

be heard while we are on it.
NR. COLL: Just so the record is clear in June

of 1980 we served the Board and the parties with a letter
indicating that we proposed to commence the repair in

October of 1981.
F

CHAIRHAN HILLER: I think I remember seeing such

20 a letter in the files.
21

22

23

25

IIR. COLL: So, the Intervenor, if he had any

concerns which were validly based upon facts instead of

speculations, could have raised this Contention at that

time and he did not.

This is not based upon any new information.
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NR. CHONII1: And if I can respond to that, Judge

liiller, the reason why that would not be necessary is

because the ElS issue and the Order recruiring them to

prepare an EIS led me to believe that in terms of whether

or not that EIS conformed with NEPA I was going to raise

the issues concerning a hurricane hitting during the

repair.
It wasn't until today when you asked for some

type of a refinement and, some concern came about. I think
I

I can raise that
anyway.'ut,

in terms of just refining the Contentions

and in terms of the violent storm, if that bothers them--

we d on.' think it is go'ing to snow during the repair.

We think that we are either going to have a

hurricane or a tornado which is spawned from hurricanes./
So, if they would like us to change "violent

storm" to "or tornado" we will be glad to do that for

them.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Let's consider that you have

done that, as a r suit of a hurricane or a tornado,

21 'striking "other violent storms."

22

23

24

Is that agreeable?

NR. C HONIH: Yes, sir. That is agreeable.

CHAIRIIAN HILLER: It will be done. I am doing

25 it now for the record.
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Do vou have anything further?

NR. COLL: Judge Niller--
CHAIRNAN HILLER: Yes.

10

llR. COLL: --if in fact this a proposed ref inement

o f Contention l, that in fact it should be submitted in

writing the parties should have an opportunity to address

and it should fit within the Board's prior ruling, instead

of requiring the parties to instantly address it, object

to it, point out its def iciencies or its legal
\

insufficiencies to be admitted as a Contention in this

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

proceeding.

On its face it is clearly an enlargement of the

issues of this hearing.

CHAIRHAhl MILLER: You contended up till this
day then that there was to be no issue raised in any forum

under existing procedure which would go into or permit oih r

parties to go into the question of the possible impact of

a i ornado occurring at or near the site during the course

of the projected repairs.

Is that correct?

HR. COLL: That is correct, Judge Miller.
CHAIRHA".1 HILLER: %7e will take this under advise

23 m'ent.

24

25

NR. GOLDBERG: Nay we be heard finally on that

same point?
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CHAIRNAN HZLLEP.: Yas. "es, you may.

NR. GOLDBERG: By way of additional argument

ihe final Environmental Statement will, as ii is required

4 by law, consider all reasonably foreseeable environmental

5

6

7

8

9

10

ll
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

affects of ihe proposed action.

TTe will be the first judge of whether or noi a

hurricane during ihe repair will lead to unacceptable

radiological releases to unrestricted areas.

But, we sae no factual basis right nov for tha
I

contention that they will occur and therefore we feel that
there is no basis, either in pleading or in fact, for the

admission of this Contention ai this late date.

And by way of further prejudice, I suppose this
is as good a time as any to mention thai on my departure

yesterday from the office a second Staff summary disposiiio

motion regarding Contention 2 and previously denominated

Contention 6, but presently Contention 4, was filed.
So, there will be some prejudice in adducing

addiiional proof on that and we believe thai the Board's

.request to the parties in its February 23rd Order

acc pting the negotiated schedule about the repair

schedule as it relates to ihe timing of the hurricane

season is ample exploration o this issue, if indeed there

is such a viable issue.

The Staff hopes thai ii can satisfy ihe Board in

0
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5-

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

that regard.

We don't see the necessity for a Contention that

results in additional hearing and posthearing matters thai
are'going to substantially lengthen and -prolong the

process.

CHAIRNAN MILLER: I am not sure that I completely

now understand, the Staff's position.
Is it the Staff's position that a hurricane or

a iornado is so unlikely to occur ihat it should not be

accepted as an issue?

Do I understand you correctly in saying that--
NR. GOLDBERG: Well, I'm not saying that--
CHAIRMAN HILLER: You said something--

NR. GOLDBERG: What I am saying is ihat we

believe that we have an obligation under law to consider

reasonably fores eeable environmental e ffects .

Now, I don '--
CHAIRMAN htILLER: Just a minute. Pardon me.

Is a hurricane then reasonably foreseeable

during the period of repairs as the Staff views it?
NR. GOLDBERG: I am not prepared to take a

22 position on that. I will let the Environmental Statement

23
'4

25

speak for itself.
CHAIRHAiJ IAILLER: Well, in thai eveni, I want to

wait and see your Environmenial Statement because if you
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are not prepared--

NR. GOLDBERG: Yes. Yes, but what I am saying

3.S

CHAIRI4AN HILLER: Just a minute now, counsel.

One ai, a time here, and I think we have the

right to state what we wish to have stressed.

You made the statement in your previous argument

io the Board thai something was not likely to occur or you

didn'i. believe it would occur.

10 I was tryina to find out if by that you meant

12

13

a potential hurricane during the period of possible

repairs. That is what I started out with before you

enlightened me that you had filed something yesterday, ther

14

15

are more'otions coming up.
I I

It is or is not something thai should be

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

considered.-

Frankly, you are leaving me as to what the

Staff's position is. Go ahead.

NR. GOLDBERG: The Staff position is that auite

apart from the probability or possibility of a hurricane

occurring sometime during the repair, that does not mean

that it is going io occur and lead io unacceptable offsite

radiological releases .

That is my position, quite apart from thai, and

I believe ihat--
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CHAIRIJAN PILLER: That's different. hen, I
2 understand you.

NR. GOLDBERG: Yes--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You weren't saying that. it, was

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

so unlikaly--
MR. GOLDBERG: No.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: -- that we shouldn'. look at it,
bui thai, if it occurred, which was a possibility--

MR. GOLDBERG: Sure.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: --the Staff's view was and, would .

be ihai there would not be unacceptable radiological
consequences.

HR. GOLDBERG: Correct.. Or, those ihai exceed,

you know, permissible levels off site.
Tle don't believe there is anv factual under-

piiiing ihere for this contaniion, apari from our other

arguments.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, you say you have filed a

moiion for summary disposition which in pari. goes into ihis
maiiar of hurricanes and other maiters in Contention 4

prasenily which was previously Contention 6?

&JR. GOLDBERG: Yas, it relates to the onsita

23 sioraga of the replaced steam generators.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Have we covered the subject

now sufficiently?
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MR. CHONIN: I think we have. I just can'
v

understand if thev are dealing with it anyway, why they

are prejudiced if the Contention is amended.

But, I think we have pretty much argued it out.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
MR. CHONIN: And we think ii ought to be amended

and there is no prejudice to them.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right. The Board will

10

13

14

17

12

15

16

take it, under advis'ement.

Ne come now to Contention 7 as numbered in the

Board Order of September 25, 1979 which will be renumbered

as our current Contention 5.

Contention 5 will read as follows:
"PPL apparently overlooked the following

sentence in Section 3.1 of the SER:

NR. COLL: I believe the Contention begins with

the words "In evaluating."
18

19

20

21

22

23

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Oh, I see.

The other is explanatory?

MR. COLL: Yes, sir, about the Board's ruling.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: I see. All right. Then, we

will strike the pari that I just dictated and indicate thai
Contention 5 will read as follows:

24

25

"In evaluating the steam generator repair, the

following has not been considered:
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a. the cost, of a full-flow condensate polishing

demineralizing system;

b. the effluent release from a full-flow
condensate polishing demineralizing system; or

c. the environmental degredation caused by a

10

14

18

19

20

21

22

23

12

16

full-flow condensate polishing demineralizing system."

Are there any objections or any revisions to

Contention 5 as just read'?

NR. CHOHIH'. The Intervenor has none.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I assume that no counsel or

party has any and it therefore stands as Contention 5.

The original Contention S cited on page 4 of

the Order of September 25, 1979 was rejected by that

Order and hence, it is no longer in the pleadings.

Ne come now to page 4 of that. Order which sets

forth then numbered Contention 9 which is revised as to

numbering to be Contention 6.

As it appears in the Order it is stated that,

"The contention is accepted with the following rewording."

l4y question is, does this.reworded poition

constitute the entire part of. then Contention 9, now

Contention 6, or do we have to read something else to have

a fully-stated Contention?

24 NR. COLL: It is contained in its entirety in

25 this Order.
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you. All right,.

Revised--renumbered Contention 6, formerly

Contention 9 will then read:

"The cumulative offsite radiation releases as a

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

result of all activity at Turkey Point,, during the proposed

repairs, do noi comply with 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50."

Any objection or suggestions on thai?

MR. CHONIN: The Intervenor has no changes as

io that, bui would like i o poini oui that the Board

relative to 4-B thai we are attempting to amend, ihat I
could bring in the issue of the hurricane inio conteniion

which would now be Conteniion 6.

So again, they wouldn'0 be prejudiced by just a

refinement of. 4 .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Under what provision o f 6 would
'ou

be able io bring in ihe fact of a hurricane?

MR. CHONIN: Nell, because the Contention is--

and what we are saying is that the cumulative offsiie

radiation releases as a result, of all activity at Turkey

Poini during the proposed repairs, do noi comply with

10 CFR Parts 20 and 50.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: $ 7ell, you just. made the

23 contention--

24 MR. CHONIN: Right.. And I am saying thai as a

25 maiier of proof of one of ihe bases for that Conieniion
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could be thai the reason it doesn'i comply is ihai if a

hurricane hits a, b, c, d or e can occur, and therefore,
the offsite releases would be unacceptable.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I think ii would be wise if
5

6

7

8

9

10

ll
)2

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

.23

24

25

you intended to do such a thing to have your B or something

similar.
MR. CHONIN: I do, ioo.

I am just irying io poini thai out when they are

talking about how orejudiced they are.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Anything further?

(No response.)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Hearing no objeciions other

ihan ihe siaied one, Contention 6 as renumbered is an

admii=i.ed Conieniion with the renumbering.

Page 4 had Contention l0 which was rejected by

the Order itself and hence, is not in the case.

On page 5 of ihe same Order, Coniention ll, it
is noied thai the Coniention is reworded in pari, accepted

in oart and rejected in part.

In 'order to noie, ther fore, with some

pariiculariiy as io what ihe present Contention 7, which

is ihe succeeding numbering of Contention ll with iis
iripariiie dispos iiion will'.now read as follows:

"The SGRR is inadequate because:

a. It has used the inaccurate figure of
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$ 300,000 per day per unit for replacement power costs for
reactor outage;

b. i:t has failed to provide an analysis for
an additiona commitment of land resources for the storage

of the defective steam generators;

c. it has failed to consider the costs of

addition of a full-flow condensate demineralizer and of

condenser retubina;

d. it has failed to update costs from December

10 l977 due to inflation."
Any comments or objections to the renumbered

13

12

14

16

17

Contention.7?

MR. CHONIN: You may just want, to add in there

the amended SGRR.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: 's this factually correct, that

it should be amended SGRR?

MR. GOLDBERG:' think on that point I was going

18 to suggest:--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Nell, I guess we don't have

20

21

22

unanimity, so I will--
MR. GOLDBERG: I was going to sugaest that in

fact the contents of various amendments and subseauent

23 correspondence appear to make this on its face no longer

24 viable and I was going to invite its withdrawal by

25 Intervenor.
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: During the lunch hour extend

your invitation.
MR. GOLDBERG: Okay.

CHAIRMAN MILLEP.: If it bears fruit, let us know

lO
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21

this afternoon.

But presently, any further objections now or

suggestions as to the phraseology?

If not then, Contention 7 as renumbered from the

former Contention ll will be -accepted in that form as just
read.

Contention 12, formerly, which appears on page

5 was rejected as a separate Contention by the Board in

that Order with'he note that it falls within then

Contention 2 which is still Contention 2.

In anv event, it is rejected.

Contention 13 which now becomes Conteni.ion S

reads as follows:
"The proposed method of radiation monitoring

during repair of the steam generators will not provide

accurate information to comply with 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50.
'ny

comment or suggestions on that?

22

23

MR. CHONIN: No, sir.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Hearing, none, then it srill

24 stand- as read.

25 Now, Contention 14 which appears on page 5 was
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accepted in the form set forth there, but before proceeding

further I would like io inquire of counsel, was that not

the summary of a --a summarv disposition motion filed by

the Staff--
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

MR. GOLDBERG: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: --that I think I had some

telephonic communication?

We would like to have the record reflect the

present si:atus of former Contention 14 dealing with the'.fir
'azard section.

MR. CHONIN: The Intervenor has stipulated with

the Staf f that they are not opposing that motion for

summary disposition so--and the Licensee has also

indicated that they are not opposing it, so I believe an

Order entered by the Board granting the Staff's motion for

summary disposition will dispose of that last Cont ntion.

We are just waiting for you to rule.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Is there anything further from

ihe Licens ee?

20

21

22

23

24

MR. COLL: We not only not oppose ii, we are

in favor of its being granted. Ue filad--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Wa judged from the response

thai you filed and we read--we sort o f surmised that you

wanted it.
25 MR. COLL: Yes, sir.
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CHAIRMAN llILLER: The Staff, I take ii, has

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

nothing in addition to that?

flR. GOLDBERG: No.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: All right.
The Board at this time will enter an Order

granting the Staff's motion for summary disposition as to

then numbered Contention 14 filed, I believe--do you have

the date on that, sir?

iMR. GOLDBERG: Yes. February 20, 1981.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: --filed on February 20, 1981

which the Board has been informed this date is not opposed

by the Intervenor and is endorsed by the Licensee will
be granted, the motion for summary disposition is granted

and Contention 14 and the matters and things contained

therein is now stricken as an issue in this record.

All right. Is there anything further now on

Contentions?

Ne have the one under advisement thai we have

discussed and other than thai we have covered them, I

20

21

22

23

24

25

believe.

07e now come to certain requests of-Dr. Luebke

because we wish to have all issues in whatever form they

may derive set forth in one convenient place in the

transcript of this prehearing conf er ence.

Lei me t.heref ore call your attention to an Order
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requesiing additional information dated October ll, 1979,

apparently filed October 12, 1979 with the Secretary of

the Commission which points out that Dr. Luebke had brought

certain leiiers to ihe attention of the Board and

requesied certain information or response.

The Board would like to know the preseni staius

of ihai maiter.

10

Dr. Luebke, do you want to comment on ii?
DOCTOR LUEBI(E: Well, I think I would just like

to know what action the pariies are taking.

12

13

15

17

14

16

18

19

20

21

23

24

25

22

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
Give us if you will, your understanding of the

present siaius of ihis request,, wheiher and how it will
be mei, how we are io regard it as an issue and matters of

thai kind.

MR. COLL: Well, we filed provisions to the

sieam generaior repair report in the letter of transmittal

thai poinied out ihat one of the revisions in the report

was designed to specifically address Dr. Luebke's concern

in this order.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Thai was revision seven to

what?

MR. COLL: The steam generator repair report

which was filed in May of 1980.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: Counsel for Staff or for
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Intervenor?

MR. GOLDBERG: Yes, Judge Miller, we intend to

provide ihat informaiion most probably by affidavit in the

near fuiure.
5

6

7

'8

9

10

ll
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Ne believe that the subs tance o f that. information

is coniained, io some extent., in our dra ft Environmental

Statemeni.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Very well.
For the..record then we may expect it will be

covered by affidavit or some appropriaie fashion by ihe

Staff?

MR. GOLDBERG: Very well.
Does Intervenor. have any objeciion or comment. to

ihat suggestion?

MR. CHOHIN: No, Judge Miller.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Very well.

&le ~rill lei the maiter rest there then, and ihe

auestions or issues insofar as thev mav be issues--well,

unless ihere is anything further brought to ihe aiieniion

of the parties in writing by ihe Board we ~rill stand where

21

22

ii exists at ihe time that, ihe Staff files the suggesied

af fidavii containing the information.

23

24

25

The next matter that l had as a possible issue,

I guess, has already been covered in part, and thai was

ine Order regarding the negotiaied schedule--the Order
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accepting the negotiated schedule dated February 23, 1901.

ln part, insofar as they have amended or super-

seded any readjusting of the existing dates and matters

contained therein, it has already been covered?
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NR. CHONXIl: Yes, sir.
CHAIRNAN NXLLER:

20

21

22

23

24

25
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There are some partial amendments possibly,

5

6

7

8

9

10

11'2

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

which the transcript will reveal, and compare the

trans'cript of this pre-hearing conference with the Order

Accepting Negotiated Schedules.

You probably should consider amended, also,

the notice that the Board sent you, setting up the pre-

hearing conferences, this one, the one in April, and the

final pre-hearing conference in May.

I think you should consider probab3.'y

that constitutes an amendment to the negotiated schedule.

In addition to this matter that we have

already alluded to earlier, namely that there is an

apparent conflict between certain statements regarding

the timing of the hurricane season, and the Board puts

the parties on notice that it intends to hear evidence on

the repair schedule as it relates to the- timing of the

season, whatever that may be, and I 'm not trying to get

into the merits of that now. The record will reflect
where it, stands.

20

21

22

23

24

But that was a matter which the Board

felt should at least be clarified in terms of issue.

That I take it now is pending the determination of the

Board on the Paragraph B which was covered in the argument.

Is that correct?
25 MR. CHONIN: Yes, s ir .
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now,, I don'5 have anything

further from my examination of the files on potential
Is there anything further now that we

haven't discussed regarding potential issues?

MR.'HONIN: Not by the .Intervenor..

MR. GOLDBERG: No, Judge.

MR. COLL: No, sir.

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, let me request

during the lunch hour, perhaps, for you to think carefully
about matters that come up, that we haven't covered, or

which may be ambiguous, or which might spring up in

the hurry of trying to finish discovery, and getting to

a seasonable trial, because sometimes these issues, if
they can be confronted earlier, can be resolved. If not

I

resolved, at least clarified, so you know what you'e
going to have to do at trial, rather than having it done

at the last minute.

That is one of the concerns of the Board,

because of the very tight time schedule that we'e on.

'o give it some thought, if there are any

matters that could, don't wait until it rears its head

and bites you.

If there are matters that could occur,

come up, expanded issues of fact, witnesses and the like,
talk among yourselves. Don't hesitate to do it now, while
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you'e here, to .pick up a telephone, because the Board

commends the practice if discovery is done in the absence

of the Board, just as it is under the Federal Rules of

Practice, the Rules of Civil Procedure under our Federal

Practice system; the more that you can do voluntarily,
on your own, without the filing of motions and the

triggering of going up to baseball bat, is what costs

time and effort by the Board. It has a bearing upon

counsel to prepare for an imminent trial.
So we commend and recommend a practice

of voluntary discussion of matters before you find it
necessary to bring to the Board's attention.

Now, many times you can resolve it by a

little give and take. These aren't personal matters.

You are all skilled, professional trial lawyers, and we

expect, you to act accordingly.

It isn't something that's personal. You

don't have to hate each other. You don't have to be

cross when you cross-examine, and all the things that.

we know as lawyers.

The more that you are able, professionally,

to get along with each other, without doing any violence

to the rights of your client, is necessary, helpful,

and we commend that you practice it. I'm sure that you

have in the past, but do it a little more in high gear
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now.

Is this a convenient time to break for
lunch, or what is your pleasure, gentlemen?

We don't care. We'e not particularly
hungry. We can keep going.

MR. CHONIN: Well, I'm assuming that

7 when we return, we ' 1 go into the off site inspection

issue. Then it's fine with the Intervenor if we break

now.

10 CHAIRMAN MILLER: We'e been wanting to

see what the issues are, to have the necessary background

12

13

14

in order to hear from all of you on that site inspection,

and also the discovery, the three categories of documents,

because relevance, in a broader and discovery sense,

depends on relevance of why, and I think we know why.

16 This afternoon, tell us how.

17 Have a nice lunch.

18

19

20

21

MR. CHONIN: Okay, what time?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Is an hour enough?

MR. CHONIN: That's fine.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: I'm not familiar with

Homestead. Can we get back here in an hour or an

23 hour and fifteen minutes?

24 MR. CHONIN: Yes.

25 CHAIRMAN MILLER Al1 right q 1 3 0
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MR. CHONIN: Not the way Norman eats, but

I can Qo it in that time.

3 CHAIRMAN MILLER: 1:30.

(Whereupon, a luncheon recess was taken

at 12:15 o 'clock p.m.)
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A F T E R N 0'0 N S E S S I 0 N

(1: 30 p.?0. )

CHAIRMAN MILLER: With reference to

B, 4B of the .Contention that we discussed this morning--

MR. CHONIN: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Continuing) -- 4 capital B,

10

I have read into the record the proposed or suggested

languages, as well as the change inserting "tornado"

instead of "other violent storms," the second last
line there:

The Board has determined that it will

13

14

15

12

16

17

admit this issue on tw'o bases:

First of all, it is within the perameters

of what the Board intended to be encompassed by its
Order of February 23rd, 1981, wherein the Board noted

the apparent conflict between the statements of some of

the parties with regard to the timing of the hurricane
I

season, and indicated that the Board put the parties
19 on notice that it intended to hear evidence on the repair

schedule as it relates to the timing of the hurricane

21 season.

22 It was not, intended to review the schedule,

duration and the like of the proposed repairs, related

24 only or solely to the incidence or probability or non-

25 probability of hurricanes.
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It was intended that the Board would

take evidence if the parties would submit evidence if
they deemed't appropriate, upon the 'issue of or the

question of whether the State of Florida, in the event

that there were a tornado or a hurricane during the

course of repairs, taking some eight, nine months, whatever

was projected, and the possible conseques thereof, if it
should occur. This is. what the Board deems to be an

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

important matter from the standpoint of the public interest
In addition, since the question has now

.arisen since the Xntervenors have contended in part that

they relied upon their interpretation of that language,

as well as other matters, and not knowing what the FES

will contain in that regard, but not deeming controlling,
the 4 capital B paragraph which has just been read and

alluded to, will also be admitted as to contention on

behalf of the X.ntervenors, at the Xntervenor 's request.
18 Ne will now turn -- I think that, concludes

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the matters relating to issues and contentions, so far

as the Board is aware, and I think the parties this

morning indicated they knew of none in addition.

Ne will, therefore, turn to the motion

which is the subject of part of our inquiry today; that

motion being one that was filed previously the Intervenors

on November 9, 1980, entitled, "Motion to Permit Entrv
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Upon Turkey Point Site," relating to the discovery to

be sought in that request, as well as, I believe it was

three categories of document. production or inspection

request.
5

6

7

8

9

10

ll'2

13'4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

That, perhaps, is supplemented to some

extent. by the letter dated February 4, 1981 from Mr.

Chonin to Mr. Coll, entitled, "Turkey Point Site

Inspection," as well as.NRC Staff response to Intervenor s

Notion to Permit Entry Upon Turkey Point Site," dated

December 29, 1980..

And Licensee's response in opposition

to Intervenor's "Motion to Permit Entry Upon Turkey

Point 'Site," dated December 24, 1980.

And a telegraphic direction of the Board,

dated January 13, 1981, referring to the proposed site

visit and record review, directing the parties to

attempt to resolve difference, and saying that Board

agrees with the rule of reason in the Big Rock Point

licensing Board Order of June 23rd, 1980.

And ref@hence can or may be .made also to

the Order Permitting Entry on Site in the Big Rock Point

case decided -'- that Order being entered June 23rd, 1980,

Docket No. 50-155 OLA (Spent Fuel Pool Expansion.)

24 Are there any other documents, responses,

25 contentions now, relating to this motion, or its parts
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that we have not thus identified for the record'?

MR. CHONIN: Not as far as the Intervenor

is concerned.

MR- COLL: Yes, sir; there is a letter
dated February 19, 1981 from me to Mr. Chonin.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I may not have that.

Would you identify that for the record?

10 Correct.

MR. COLL: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, I see. You'e right.

And in addition to the 1'etters and

responses thus identified, please add a letter dated

13 February 19, 1981 to Mr. Chonin, a seven page letter.
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

from Mr. Coll, dated and certified as to appropriate

mailing on February 19, 1981.

Thank you.

Anything in addition?

(No response.)

All right, we will proceed to hear the

motion.

I suppose the preponderer of the motion

first.
MR. CHONIN: May it please the Board,

25

I think it would be the burden of the Intervenor here

to justify the motion.
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

And the way, we intend to break it down is,
I would like to bragi;efly argue the law as I see it
applicable to an on-site inspection such as this.

And Mr. Oncavage "will then go into the

manner in which it's to be conducted, and some of the

more technical aspects going to the area of relevancy

and whatever else have you.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Pardon me just a moment.

I just forgot something.

Are there any people here in attendance
t

who would like to make limited appearance oral statements

today?

I meant to ask this morning 'and I forgot.

(No response.)

All right, I take it there are none.

Thank you. Pardon the interruption.
I wanted to be sure of that.

MR. CHONIN: All right.
The motion is being filed pursuant to

2.741. And in order to clear up the preliminary aspect,

perhaps the motion should have been better entitled

a request for inspection, which would then have triggered

a thirty day response from Florida Power and Light,
24

the Licensee, and then they would have made the same

25
objections that we'e here to today.
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But the Licensee felt that it was very

important to point out that there might have been a

misnomer in terms of the request, but, I would submit that

that really has nothing to do with the issue when they

were properly joined here. They don't want us on and

we want to go on.

And that is the basic issue, regardless

of how we reach that point.

10

We'e making the request pursuant to

the analogous rules, which would be Rule 34 and Rule 26

12

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which are

almost identical to our Regulations that are involved
13 in the case at Bar.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26.B3 provides that obtaining discovery

in anticipation of litigation or trail, the first burden

that we must cover is that we have a substantial need

of materials for preparation of the case, and are unable

to obtain it or its equivalent by other means.

And Mr. Oncavage will better explain

why we have a substantial need of materials for the

preparation of the case, and why we are unable to obtain
1

it or its equivalent by other means.

The second test that we feel applicable

would be 26.Bl, which further says that the subject

matter of the discovery must be relevant to the proceedings.
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and after this morning's session, we all know what the

various contentions are.

We pretty much know what the issues

5

6

7

8

9

10

ll
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

involved in the proceeding are, and Mr. Oncavage will
better explain to the Board the Board the reason why

these matters are relevant.

So we have to have substantial need.

We have to be unable to obtain it or its equivalent by

other means, and it has to be relevant. And I think

those are the primary guidelines.

Now, the Licensee has submitted in

its memorandum that you got. to go a step farther. =

And he cites a case, which is the Belcher case, to

cite the proposition that in fact we must show a

necessity in order to be granted an entry on the site,
and that that has to require a very strong showing on

our part before we would be entitled to go on the

premises.

We would submit that on the contrary.

Within a proceeding such as this, that involves a

repair as- substantial. as this, which involves a

22 citizen intervening, that rather than a restrictive

23 view o f our right to go on, the Board should take a

24

25

liberal view in allowing intervenors to go on site to

inspect premises,. provided we show you that it is in
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fact relevant, and that there's a substantial need,

and we cannot obtain it through other areas.

I don't think that there would be any

question based on the previous order entered by another

Board, of which Judge Paris was one of the members, if
we were to have couched our motion that I and my client
want to go on site, look around, get the lay of the land,

mind our own business, walk around, see where the

buildings are located, et cetera.
10 I think that would be a much easier type

.12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

of a motion to inspect, because I think every 'litigant
would have a right to view his adversary's premises

generally, so long as you weren't going to be a pain in

the neck and start bothering people and vrhatever .

But what seems to have triggered a very

strong reaction by two of our adversaries here, Florida

Power and light and the Staff, Nr. Oncavage wants to

get samples when he goes out there, so that he can do

his own monitoring, and so that we can see and arrive

at a base point as to what's going on out there before

this repair starts.
And I think I'l turn the rest. of our

argument over to Nr. Oncavage, but I would like to lastly

cit;e to the Board a"case contrary to the Belcher case

which seems to be a very restrictive requirement of
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10

showing necessity before you can go on site, but in

fact a case which stands for the proposition that a

liberal construction should be given to allowing persons

to go and inspect other people!s land or premises,

and that's United States versus National Steel Corporation,

26 WRD 603,1960, which involved a suit against the

National Steel Corporation, and which held the proposition

that the provision of the Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

authorizing entry on land to inspect property should be

liberally construed.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Lastly in terms of the relevancy

arguments, which I think now come into play, and which

we haven't named in any of the documents that Judge

Miller stated were the subject matter of the action,

we now would add that we want our hurricane expert or

weather expert, to be entitled to go on site to view

the area where this containment building is going to be

built; to view the various locations of buildings;

to view the terrain, so that the expert can better

apprise the Board as to exactly what's going to go on

out there, if in fact, a hurricane hits during the

repair project.
And that matter, without it going into

the record right now, does not appear anywhere in the

correspondence, but would. be an additional ground for
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relevance.

As far as the production of documents

question, I think we again there deal with the rule
4 that said that we'e in substantial need of it. They'e

I
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got it. We can't get the substantial equivalent of it.

without them giving it to us and our. inspecting it,
and it's relevant to the proceedings because it'
relevant to determine exactly what kind of monitoring

goes on out there.

Before we'e finished, we will introduce

into evidence at this proceeding, documents that show

that, Florida Power and Light has been cited previously

for failing to properly monitor.

That in December of 1980 there was a

contaminated area of earth found on the premises, and

the way Congress created this proceeding, wd..;can't rely
on the staff, and we can't rely on Florida Power and

Light to supply us with information because they'e
1

both our adversaries. They are both litigating against

us and, therefore, we want to do our own inspections and

21 our own monitoring with our own people, and we think

we',ll show up matters that have not been previously

'divulged.
24 And Mark ca'n tell you more in terms of

what his thinking is as to how it would be conducted.
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NR. ONCAVAGE: Yes, sir.

lO
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We realize that the steam generator repair
process is going to release radioactivity to the

environment. There's not much question about it in

the Steam Generator Repair Report. and the Environmental

Impact Statement of the draft.
What has been ignored so far is any sort

of baseline data as to how much is being, or what the

additive factor is.
We feel that., after about seventeen reactor

years of operation, that there's substantial possibility
that, the site is going to be contaminated in the soil,
in the air, in the life forms, the algae, the bird life,
the grasses, whatever.

And speaking with scientists, I have not

been able to find a reputable scientist to say what the

effects would be before finding out what is on site right
now, since it is going to be added to what is there.

So we'e anticipating monitoring and

analyzing the various areas, the various life forms,

and from then, being able to judge better what's going

to happen, what are the environmental impacts that will
occur when the new releases stemming from the steam

generator repa'irs occur.

The area which the plant is located is very
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much like an island. The land is very flat, very low.

It's about zero to one-and-a-half feet above mean sea

level, which means it's going to be flooded at times of

high tide and during storm surges and during storms,

and the plant site which is built up is virtually an

island out there.

And realizing simple things, that water

runs downhill, what is ever on the plant site is

10

eventually going to be washing down, number one, into

the cooling canals; number two into the aquafur, into

12

13

14

15

) .16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the groundwater, and eventually into Biscayne Bay.

We want to know what we'e getting into
before we start. We want to find out what the

contamination levels of the site, especially the

restricted area, since that maintains the highest ground

and that has the potential for being the most contaminated,

before we agree to allow the primary coolant to be

released, before we allow the storage of solid waste,

radioactive on site, before we want to agree to the

laundry waste water being released.

We want to look at the plant inspection

reports to locate the historical contaminated areas.

We have report through the newspaper and

through the NRC „that hot spots and routine mishaps and

various other things are occurring on site, which leads
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us to doubt that the site is any longer pristine and

pure of radioactivity.
Want to locate these spots? Find out

13

15

18

10

12

16

17

how pervasive they are, see which way the leachate plume

is going through the ground through the aguafur.

We want to check the effectiveness of

the cleanup operat.ions that they have supposedly done

on these.

We want to get the amount of -radioactivity
we'e talking to, which goes back to the first part of

what I was saying, just getting the general level of

contamination on site.
Along with this, we'd like to perform a

double check on their monitoring of these places.

Along with this we want, to check for
hazardous places to workers, which is under Contention

No. 2, also.

Those are my reasons for going into the

20

21

22

23

24

25

Plant Inspection Reports.

Now when we get to the actual site
monitoring, want the samples of water and soil, and

sediments, and algae, and other kinds of marine life.
Swipes from buildings, swipes from floors,

the normal places you would expect to find radioactive

contamination that may be overlooked by people routinely
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doing something else.

The biological assessment that was written

for the Enviornmental Impact Statement, which I had a .

hard time getting -- I asked the members of the Staff

to send it for me, produced by Mr. Mike Masnick (phonetic);

I didn't get it through the certificate system, and I
don't think you have it either -- this does not do what

I 'm asking to be done.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Let's identify that, would

you please, Mr. Oncavage?

MR. ONCAVAGE: The title was, "Assessment

14

15

16

17

18

19

of the Impacts of the Steam Generator Repair Program at

the Turkey Point Plant on Threatened or Endangered

Species, 'ovember 1980, Michael T. Masnick."

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What date is that?

MR. ONCAVAGE: November 198 0 .

DR. PARIS: Who is Mr. Masnick? What

agency or institution prepared that?

MR. ONCAVAGE: As far as I know, Mr.

21

22

Masnick is a biologist on the NRC Staff.

DR. PARIS: That ' an NRC document?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Yes. This was found in

my Public Document Room. As I said before, it was

25

not sent to me.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Was that an Environmental
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Impact appraisal?

MR. ONCAVAGE: It was a biological
assessment.

CHAIRMAN:MILLER: Oh, I see. Go- ahead.

MR. ONCAVAGE: And he does not,

bother to take the baseline data to find out where the

site is as far as contamination levels. He works on

10

14

15

12

16

17

the premise that whatever they'e going to be putting in
there is okay, not knowing how badly off the site is.

And in the normal semi-annual radiological
monitoring summaries that Florida Power and Light

produces, I have not seen any indication that any of

these sampling sites are in the restricted 'area.

They'e out in Card Sound, they'e out

of the Bay, they'e five miles inland.

The place where you would want to check

for the most concentrated forms of radioactivity are

missing. This is what we feel we must do before we

19

20

21

can get into the part of agreeing to add radioactivity to

this.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are any of those

matters covered in the Draft Environmental Statement,

23 new Reg ~ 074 3, dated December 1 98 0?

24 MR. ONCAVAGE: There are no baseline

25 studies on radioactivity for that, no site studies.
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There should be.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Go ahead.

MR. ONCAVAGE: We question -whether the

10

NRC has any standards for the general contamination

levels that may be found along a reactor site.
If not, then it's going to have to more

or less move into the form of the Environmental

Impact Statement and its environmental impacts, which

is probably more general and more open, and less

restrictive.

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

'5

So, if the NRC Staff, or if the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board does have standards for
h

what contamination levels are allowable, I would very

much be interested in obtaining them. I have not been

able to come up with anything like that before.

Here in Miami, we have a particular problem wit

contaminants moving through the aquafur. We'e sitting
on the Biscayne aquafur. It's a porous, permeable rock

located under this entire county and under Turkey Point,,

and there have been several instances where we have had

problems .

One is the recent closing of the Munisport

Dump in North Miami, by the EPA.

The dump has a leachat e plume that the

EPA has found to contaminate Biscayne Bay, and they'e
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2

stopp'ed the dumping, and they'e trying to do other

things to mitigate that instance.

Another is the landfill site at 59th Street,

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

where this has been in operation for quite a few years,

and they have been tracking the toxic leachate plume

as it moves eastward, underneath Miami to the aquafur.

We don'0 want this kind of thing

happening in contaminating Biscayne Bay, Card Sound,

or even having the contamination go westward, which is

a possibility under drought conditions, when the

bay level is higher than the groundwater level and

contaminating land resources near the plant.

Releasing radioactivity into the cooling

canals, although it is a closed system, will eventually

get into the bay anyway.

Mr. Masnick, in his biological assessment,

said that it's a closed system, however, the exchange

of water between the cooling canals in the bay, is

considerable.
20

21

22

23

24

25

When I was on the site September 30th,

a biologist at FP&L told me that you can measure the

rise and fall of the tide out in the bay from inside

the cooling canal, so there is substantial passage of

water underground through this aquafur.

-And putting it into the cooling canal system
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10

12

16

17

18

14

19

21

20

is not going to keep it from getting into the bay,

whatsoever. So we are concerned about Biscayne National

Park, which is just on -- offshore of Turkey Point.

It's a food producing area for fish and

crabbing. It's a widely used recreational area, and

you can see the problems that we would have with that.
On the Worker Hxposure Reports, the

NRC commissioners have isolated this one item, where

exposure, as being the reason for the Environmental

Impact Statement to be written for the Surrey No. 1

repair.
No. 2 repair had already taken place, and

between;the,two',,-t.hey initiated Environmental, Impact

Statement proceedings, saying that the twenty-one

hundred person rim was enough to start an Environmental

Impact Statement on this.
We'd like to go in. We'd like to look

through the records to identify the areas of high

exposure, especially focusing in on work that has

been done around the steam generators, which are

rather radioactive.

22

23

24

Through this, we want to examine the

radiation protection procedures for these workers,

find out how effective it is.

25 We want to check the radiation monitoring
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procedures for workers within this high radiation area.

Also, we find that the EIS has failed to

consider things like ingested radioactivity among the

work force and non-fatal cancers in the work force.

We want to be able to look through the

documents to approve or disprove our beliefs on this.
We want to look at the frequency of

whole body counts, which has been a very nebulous area

in our talks.
10

12

16

17

13

14

15

19

20

21

22

23

fa 18

We hear, yes, there are whole body

counts; no, they'e not, too often. We'd like to get

some documentation in on this.
Getting back to the ingested radioactivity,

we would like to find out if and how frequently the

licensee is doing the whole body, counts, doing nose swabs,

during urine samples and fecal samples of the workers

that are running into these hot areas.

And we also want it to be a doublecheck for

these averages that the Steam Generator Repair Report has

given for dosage rate with the workers.

In the area of hurricanes, the site has

not been hit with a hurricane since Betsy in 1965, which

is several years before it was built.
24 We want wave motion experts and building

design experts to look over the site, and to look over
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the plans for the radioactive steam generator building,
to see if it's going to stand up to a maximum probable

hurricane that can be coming through at any time.

As what happened in the twenties, when they

were building the railroad down to Key West, and a major

hurricane came through, they were worried about the

bridges.

The bridges'ound up standing, but

the man-made fill islands disappeared.

So we have questions about the fill
that's being brought in, which the building is going to

be resting on.

The other area we'e looking at closely is
where they are temporarily storing radioactive waste,

16

other than the steam generators, which is a separate

area."

17

18

Using NRC figures and totalling up the

various amounts, it looks as if it's possible that

20

21

22

a hundred thousand cubic feet of waste will be generated

each year of repair.
Also in the EIS, we see that twenty-four

thousand cubis feet of waste will be allowed to be sent

25

'o Barnwell, leaving a balance of seventy-six thousand

cubic feet that has to be put somewhere.

We'e very concerned that this temporary
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10

15

12

14

16

17

storage will not be able to withstand a hurricane; with

high winds; with a storm surge of historically thirteen

feet; with wave action superimposed on that.
And we'e concerned with where this will

wind up and if we can do a lot better, other than just
putting it out, on the ground in casts or whatever they'e
going to be doing with it.

We'd also like to check the area

surrounding the temporary solid waste storage now

for leakage of containers and leachates carrying

radioactivity into the ground water.

MR. CHONIN: Do you want to tell him

a little bit about how you plan to do all this'P

MR. ONCAVAGE: All right.
I have contacted several people and they

have been very willing to help me on this.
We have two health physicists, one of which

18 is a biochemist, who are willing to go on site to

19 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Have you..identified .these

20 persons?

21 MR. ONCAVAGE: Yes.

22

23

24

25

(Continuing) -'-. to go on site to search the

documents that we'e named, and also to do the collection

of samples around the plant site.
Additionally, there is a fisherman who will
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8

10

help us catch fish.
Additionally, there's -- this man is

not listed; he is Dr. Walter Goldberg, a marine

biologist, who has an interest in this case and would

like to be on site and help collect samples on the idea

that certain organisms will be magnifying the radioactivity
in their bodies from living under conditions where

radioactivity is present in their environment.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What's Dr. Goldberg's

qualifications, address, and area of expertise and the

like?

12

13

14

15

16

17

MR. OHCAVAGE: His qualifications are

that he has submitted testimony on the St. Lucie

hearings for the licensing of St. Lucie No. 2.

He is a marine biologist. He has done

work with marine organisms being affected by radioactive

isotopes.

18 His address I don't know offhand. You

19

20

can reach him through Florida International University

here in Miami.

21 CHAIRMAN MILLER: I notice that you'e

22

23

24

25

referring to your letter of .February 4, 1981, Mr.

Chonin to Mr. Coll, which gives the names of the persons

who will conduct a purported site visit.
You don't seem to have much, if any,
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background information, qualifications, expertise and

the like.
Is that what you were referring to

when you answered my question that the persons have been

identified?
MR. ONCAVAGE: By name.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right, let's have

identification and qualifications, and matters like that.
MR. ONCAVAGE: Douglas King is a health

10 physicist.
All right, he has a Bachelor of Science

M

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

in Radiation Health Physics.

He is currently working on a. PH..D'.in Health

Physics.

He has a year experience as Superintendent

of Radiation Health Physics at Medi-Plus, Division of

Hoffman LaRoche.

His address is 9745 Southwest 210th Terrace,

Miami 33189.

Dr. Barry Levin, Ph:.D ,is a health physicist.

He has a Master of Science in Radiation Health Physics.

He has a Ph.'D. in Biochemistry.

23

~ ~4

25

His address is 9674 Northwest 10th Avenue,

Lot. F, 622 Miami, 33150.

George Swenson is the fisherman who has been
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a long time resident of Miami and an experienced

fisherman.

Dr. Walter Goldberg has his Ph-.- D. '.in

Marine Biology. He s with Florida International University

10700 Southwest 8th Street, Miami 33199, and will be

contacting people within the National Hurricane Center

for -- and soliciting help from them, if we may, 'for

the hurricane end of the site visit.
MR. CHONIN: Just briefly
CHAIRMAN MXLLER: Pardon me. I think we,

might have a few questions

MR. CHONIN: I 'm sorry. Certainly.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: -- at the end of Mr.

Oncavage's presentation.

MR. CHONIN: Sure.

DR. PARIS: Were you going to add something

to what Mr. Oncavage was

MR. CHONIN: I just was going to kind of

close out, so you all go ahead and ask any questions.

DR. PARIS: -I would like to find out whether

I realize you are not an ecologist or a field
biologist.

MR. ONCAVAGE: I have a Bachelor's Degree

in Environmental Studies, so I have a background in it,
although X don ' claim any expertise.
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I 3

DR. PARIS: Okay, well maybe you can

answer my question based on your training there.

The types of -- well, the parts of the

4 environment that you'e proposing to sample, the soil,
sub-soils, plants and insects, small animals, birds,
fish, reptiles, algae, water and bottom sediments,

a sampling program, based on my experience as a

13

15

10

12

14

16

17

one-time field ecologist, to adequately obtain samples

that. would mean anything, from such a broad range of
.rthings, seems to me to be a very big overwhelming sort of

project.
I -wondered if y'ou had talked with these

people and given much thought about. what. you were going

to do, and how much -- =you propose to do this in one

day, which is in a rather limited period o f time, do you

carry out a sample program which seems to be as

encompassing as this one.

18 MR. ONCAVAGE: Well, we could keep the

door open on the one day, and find that if we run into

20 problems collecting samples or getting the ones that we

21

22

need, would appreciate the time to extend that. It'
DR. PARIS: Well, have you talked in detail

23 with any o f the people that are'oing about how they

24 would proceed, once they'e on site?

25 MR. ONCAVAGE: .Yes, I have.
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DR. PARIS: Could you sort: of give us

a little idea of what your plans are?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Right.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

The first part of the plan would be

surveying the plant survey records where contaminating

spills and hot spots have been previously identified,
and pay close attention, particularly to those areas.

The second part would be a general

DR. PARIS: And from their records you would

find out where they have had hot spots and you would

go to those areas?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Right.

DR.". PARIS: And then what?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: And then what would you do?

MR. ONCAVAGE: We would want to take soil
samples.

We would want to t;ake samples of the

plants, weeds, whatever is living in that area, to see

if they have ingested the radioactivity that once was

20 there..

21

22

DR. PARIS: Do you have any idea how you'e

going t:o go about collecting samples of reptiles, birds

23 and fish, for example?

24 MR. ONCAVAGE: That's going to be pretty

much catch as catch can.
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DR. PARIS: Small animals?

MR. ONCAVAGE: The fish, we have a pretty
'3 good handle on.

DR. PARIS: The fishermen will do that.
MR. ONCAVAGE: The fishermen will do that.
And the main types of fish in there are

mullet and Jack crevalle, which should be obtainable

through his means.

DR.. PARIS: Are you asking Florida Power S

10

12

13

14

16

17

F

CI 19

fn 18

Light to provide you with all the sampling supplies that

you would need?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Ve're asking them

to provide us with the means of going on site and coming

off site.
If we have to have our shoes confiscated,

or our clothes confiscated because we walked into a

restricted area, without having proper protection, we

don't want to get into that.
DR. PARIS: You want to buy new shoes, eh?

20 MR. ONCAVAGE: Right.

21 As far as monitoring equipment, we put in

22

23

a request for a Geiger counter that,- as it turned, out,

is not necessary. Ne'll be supplying our own.

24 DR. PARIS: 'But the sampling equipment,

25 the nets?
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MR. ONCAVAGE: We'l be supplying our

own.

All we* need is access to the site.
DR. PARIS: 'kay.

10

12

13

The second question is when you get

these things, when you get your insect samples, your

soil samples, your weed samples, what are you going to do

with them?

MR. ONCAVAGE: There I have to rely on

the people, the health physicists that I'm in contact

with.

They assure me that they can be adequately

analyzed by equipment available to them.

14 DR. PARIS: Okay, so you will leave the

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

sample analysis up to the health physicist.
MR. ONCAVAGE: Right.-=

DR. PARIS: Okay. I think that's all I have

for the moment.

DR. LUEBKE: As I listen to you, sir,
I seem to hear that you are performing work which I
would expect the Florida Light people to be doing,

and» theii work to be supervised by the NRC, INE division.

You are essentially saying"They aren't doing

the job and I'm going to do it for them."

DR. LUEBKE: That's what I hear.
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And I suppose this afternoon we'l hear

a comment from hhe other parties as to the validity

3

10

13

15

18

12

14

16

17

of your allegation.
Just summarize your allegation fairly.
MR. ONCAVAGE: All right.
I would be very willing to entertain

requests on behalf of Florida Power a Light,and the

Staff, and Metro Dade County, to split samples for

independent analyses. That presents no problem to me

at all.
DR. LUEBKE: What you want is the

information, one way or another'.

MR. ONCAVAGE: Right.

MR. CHONIN: Just basically, in closing,

and to perhaps respond as a lawyer to Judge Luebke's

questions, the fact of the matter is, is that the

Rules and Regulations create this as an adversary

proceeding.

19 As a litigator, through the years, I

20

21

know that i:f I would rely on defendant manufacturers

and utilities to give me information that I want to

get to prepare for a lawsuit, I might as well hang up

23

24

25

my shingle and stop litigating.
There is no particular offense meant

by that, but when you get into an adversary proceeding,
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they have certain self interests, the staff has certain

self interests, and we are kind of in here trying to get

a third view, if you will, of perhaps some repetitive
items that they may perform.

But we don!.t wish to just rely on what

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

they'e giving us. This is a massive product failure
throughout the country, probably the largest in the

history of the country in terms of dollar costs to

repair a product sold by a vendor.

There's a lot at stake here in terms

of the way our adversaries are looking at it and the

way we'e looking at='

would submit that this should not be

viewed as a private company, whereby they'e being

sued by someone for product defect.

This is a public utility. Our tax

dollars and our rates go into everything that they do.

t0e should have, if anything, a broader right to go onto

those premises.

And as a matter of fact, I believe, under

the Rules and Regulations of the NRC, if one day I wanted

to go out and visit Turkey Point, I could get the necessary

permission, and if I passed whatever security was

necessary, I, a citizen, because my tax dollars are

supporting that place over there, -- I am not aware under
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the Rules and Regulations of anything 'that restricts me

from going on.

But here, all of' sudden, the utility
is telling us, "Hey, we'e doing everything. There'

no need for you all to question us," and the Staff is

saying, "Ne're checking them out. Don't worry about

it. It's going to be all right. You can rely on what

we'e saying."

10

ll
12

13

14

15

16

18

20

19

21

23

24

25

22

Meanwhile, again, if you believe in the

tooth fairy, I guess you can believe in that type of

reasoning, because it doesn't function that way.

And you, as Administrative Law Judges,

know that in the adversary process, discovery is a vital
tool of the trial lawyer, and we'e not any terrorists
that require any type of security clearance, but if
that's needed, we of course, will do it.

The only thing Mark is asking for is

whatever safety precautions are given to their own

employees when they go into those restricted areas,

certainly he's entitled to it, and he just doesn'

happen to have a whole lot of radiological uniforms and

stuff to put on, so you supply it to our people and

we'l go in there and get out of there with as little
turmoil as possible.

And I would like to offer, in case there'
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any question -- and again, I'm not offering this as an

aspersion; I'm just offering it to support my argument

of substantial need and to support the proposition that

they don't always do what they'e supposed to do, and

you all even have a proceeding where you can give them

notice of violation when they don't do what they'e
supposed to do.

And on December 23rd, 1980, James P. O'Reillyi

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the Director -- a Director of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, found a low level radioactive contaminated

earth area at the Turkey Point site; requested them to

do something about it, and to report back to them.

And again, in 1980, I believe January 28th of

'80, they were cited for not complying with the Regs.

and doing the monitoring properly, and now, here's an

opportunity for a third independent body, and probably

the most important environmental decision and the

most important environmental matter that has ever

affected this county, to go in there, do it our way,

within the guidelines with qualified people, and we see

no reason why they should have a right to keep us out

of there.

Because we'e paying for that place.

<Ue're in this litigation.. And we have a right to go in

and check them out and see what's going on.
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I'd like to, just lastly, offer these two

2 pieces of documents, (handing documents to Mr. Goldberg)

--.relative to the fact that maybe we'l go out there

and find out the same thing that was found out by the

Staff on two occasions.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Counsel, does the

State of Florida or any subdivision thereof, have any

role in monitoring?

MR. CHONIN: They have a role in monitoring
'0

off site. That's it, and nothing on site.
As a matter of fact, the utility really

12 controls all the monitoring in restricted areas.

13

14

15

The Regs. are basically set up, that you

rely on them to supply you with the information, and

sometimes, that type of process really can break down,

16

17

as we full well know, in the airplane industry, where

for years they have designated engineers on site, who

18 are supposed to report to the FAA any discrepancies

19

20

21

and whatever.

Sometimes that doesn ' work, and all we

want to do is get some feel of where are we taking

22

23

off from when this massive repair starts.
And hopefully, we can shed some light in

24 the public interest, on what's going to be going on

25 out there.
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DR. LUEBKE: Counselor, have you heard

the term, "exclusion area?"

MR. CHONIN: Have I heard tPe term?

I'm sorry, sir?

DR. LUEBKE: Exclusion area?

MR. CHONIN: I'e heard the term just
this second.

DR. LUEBKE: Well, I suggest that you look

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. CHONIN: Well, I 'm assuming I don'

have to look it up. I'm assuming that it's an area

that is a very restricted area where persons are not

permitted to go on site.
DR. LUEBKE: The public is not permitted

and the applicant has full control of who can and

cannot enter that. area.

MR. CHONIN: Well, I excuse myself for

I 'm kind of feeling my way through this process.

I was not familiar with that term.

DR. LUEBKE: So in summary, you were

proposing to enter the exclusion area and furthermore,

to elaborate on my earlier summary, you are wanting to

make independent measurements.

The word "independence" has- some importance
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in your propositions

MR. CHONIN: Right.

And I'm sure that if we .were to interpret

4 the term "exclusionary," perhaps there could be some

5 dialogue going on in a proceeding like this, as to

whether exclusionary applies to an intervention in a

10

massive repair project, versus exclusionary meaning

just a public citizen going on.

Here we have you

DR. LUEBKE: I think it applies from the

11 day the plan starts.

13

14

15

1e

17

18

20

21

MR. CHONIN: And I think that there are

exceptions to everything.

And I think in a Nuclear Regulatory

Commission proceeding, where a massive repair such as

this, that this Board can allow us on site in an

exclusionary area, provided the proper precautions are

taken.

If Florida Power 6 Light can go in there,

and if their employees can go in there, and it's safe for
them to go in there, and we don't present, any type

22

23

of a threat, then this amendment to license ought to be

an exception to where permitted to go on site, otherwise,

24

25

we'e going to create some sort of a secret aura that

the American people are never going to be able to "go on
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exclusionary areas."

I'm not just asking to go out there

because I feel like going to inspect the plant.
We'e-.in litigation here, and that

rule should be relaxed, and you should set guidelines

for how we go on, how we safely go on.

And there ' going to be no problems in

terms of us causing any turmoil to them. We haven'

10

12

13

conducted the litigation that way and we don't intend to.
DR. PARIS: Mr. Chonin, I 'm assuming

II

that your.'. request to make a site visit means you want,

to go into the exclusion area.

Now, I assume that you could go out there
14'nd poke around outside of the fence all you want to.
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

"25

MR. CHONIN: That ' right. I wouldn ' need

to ask permission to do that.
The whole thing is getting into the

exclusionary area.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: We'l hear from the

Staff or Licensee, whichever

MR,.'OLL: Chairman Miller, could I just
have a minute.'on behalf of the Licensee?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

(Whereupon, there was a discussion off the

record.)
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: Would you like a

five-minute recess, counsel, to accommodate you?

MR. COLL: Yes, sir. Thank you.

4 CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.
(Whereupon, there was a brief recess taken.)
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(After recess — 2:30 p.m.)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are we ready to proceed,

Counsel?

MR. COLL: Yes, sir, I am.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You may proceed.

MR. CHONIN: Before they start, may I
offer the two exhibits that I had shown them?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I'm not sure about the

propriety of offering exhibits at this time.

You may have it marked for identification.
~ MR. CHONIN i Okay.

(Whereupon, the above-described documents

were marked Exhibits 1 and 2 for identification
19

20

21

~ u
23

~ Z4

25

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are you ready now?

MR. COLL: Yes, sir.
To put this in perspective, Chairman and

Members of the Board, I think it's well to go back and

look at the motion that was originally filed in December,

in which it asserts then, that the grounds for and the

need for, to go on the site, was an event which occurred
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in November, which allegedly one of the steam generators

had a leaking tube.

And the stated reason at that time,

and the subject -matter of the motion was, and I quote
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Paragraph 7 of the motion, that:
\

"Mark Oncavage, as the Intervenor, has

the right to make an independent inspection

to determine what damage if any these

latest problems have caused to the steam

generators, and whether or not there has<;been

any radioactive leakage in the various

cooling canals and surrounding areas of the

Turkey Point site."
We took the position in our initial

response, and we maintain today, that that stated ground

has nothing whatever to do with the steam generator

repair program.

We also pointed out in our letter to

Mr. Chonin of February 19, that with regard to the program

itself, which Mr. Oncavage has attempted to describe here

today -- and let me read that, because I think it holds

true today as well as when it was written 'in February.

The last paragraph of that letter:
~ 24

25

"After pointing out the objections which

FP&L had to the program, we said, all of
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the foregoing deficiencies, that is the

broad, generalized non-specific description
of the proposed monitoring and sampling

in areas of the site to be inspected, the

failure to disclose the identity and expert

qualifications of persons proposed to conduct

the monitoring, the demonstrated lack of

supplies and equipment for the proposed

sampling and monitoring, the failure to

describe what, if any, testing or analysis

is proposed to be done of the samples or to

provided for any analysis, 'all create serious

doubt about the accuracy, validity and

reliability of the information to be obtained,

the conclusions to be drawn from it for its =

probative value, if any, in these proceedings."

And that's where I would like to focus the

e

~ttw
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Board's attention, if I could.

This is not a question of whether Nr.

Chonin, as a citizen, has the right. to enter property

owned by a public utility, which I submit that he does

not; this is 'an investor-owned utility.
There is no open invitation to the public

to enter on private property owned by this company.

And that doesn't give him any rights in
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this proceeding, the'ights that he wants to seek.

The burden is on the Intervenor to

demonstrate the right to enter on the property, and it'
not a question of--us having to demonstrate the right to

keep him off the property, which is what he would propose

to do.

I think that Dr. Luebke paraphrased it
very. well, when he asked Mr. Oncavage to admit, and

Mr. Oncavage did admit, that the basis now is that Mr.

10

11
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Oncavage believes that Florida Power G Light, Company is
not doing its job, and he says, "I want to do it, for him--

for them."

Thexe has not been any showing, whatsoever,

that Florida Power & Light Company is not doing its job,
or that anybody needs to do it for them.

Moreover, as Dr. Paris pointed out, all
of which -- all of the things which Mr. Oncavage would

like to do, or wants to do to, as he said, and I put it
in my notes, "prove 'or disprove my beliefs in this
matter, " is terribly expensive, time consuming, and

unless done over a long period of time by qualified

people, not just on a Sunday, as he suggested in this

letter, is not designed to develop reliable information.

I believe, really, that's the purpose

we'e here, is to develop a record containing information
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from which this Board can make a decision about the

'adequacy of the preparations for these repairs.
And in that regard, this kind of

discovery request- and document request simply isn'
adequate, and we have pointed out why.

Now, quite frankly, there is law on

the question, contrary to what Mr. Chonin says, and

if I can just adopt the structure of his argument, now

10

and talk about the law and then just respond briefly to

the facts.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
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As we pointed out in our response and in

our memorandum, the Commission's Regulations are

different from the Federal, Rules in one important

respect, and that is discovery is to be limited to the

contentions in the proceeding.

And it's not a broad, generalized rule.

There are not 'cases> like the one decision he found from

1960, suggesting that that rule should be liberalized.
To the contrary, the cases suggest that

the rules should be strictly adhered to, -- if I could

just find my notes here for a second.

And in that regard, I would cite to

the Board, the Consumer's Power Company decision. at

24

25

6 NRC 331, would indicate the Board has broad discretionary

authority to define discovery within reasonable limits.
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I would cite
CHAIRMAN MILLER: What were the facts of that,

do you recall, Counselor?

MR. COLL: No, sir.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: We'l look it up.

MR. COLL: I would cite the Board to

10

the Allied General Nuclear Services'ecision, the

Barnwell decision at 5 NRC 489, in which they pointed

out that 10 C.F.R. 2740B(1)-~only, permits discovery of ~

information relative to the subject matter involved in
the proceeding, and then, further and qualified. and

limited the term subject matter to the specific
13 contentions admitted by the presiding officer in the

14 proceeding.

15 In that same case, the Board made the

16 statement that:
17 "Practical considerations dictate that
18 parties should not be permitted to.roam

19

20

21

22

23

in shadow zones of relevancy and to explore

matter which does nest presently appear

germane on the theory that it might

conceivably become so. "

Now, there's a tremendous amount of

24

25

information which is available, which'e'e offered to

make available to Mr. Oncavage, which, to my knowledge,
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he hap never requested from me or from my co-counsel.

It's available in the Public Document Room.

Presumably, he has looked at it there,

15
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in terms of two of"these kinds of documents that he is
requesting.

There has been no allegation here that that
information was improperly gathered, improperly compiled,

or incorrect, or the methods used to obtain it over long

periods of time are in any way faulty.
There are also on file summaries of the

Personnel Exposure Records for people. We pointed out

4n our motion the reasons why the records themselves with

the man's name, social security number and so forth, are

a matter which are ordinarily kept in confidence; they'e
privileged.

That information is not released except

to the person himself, based upon his own signature.

NRC recognizes that and has made

provisions for that, and we cited that reference in the
20

NRC's own rules in our memoranda.
21

With respect to the plant survey reports,
22

23

~ 24

25

there, appears to be a misunderstanding of what these are

or what they will do.

He has asked for three years records of plant
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survey reports., and then he has told the Board today,

after viewing those and finding those indicating high

levels of radiation or contamination, he intends to go"

to that spot and, attempt to sample living things at that
location.

I would submit to youtthat the probative

value of that kind of, information would be highly

10

12

13

14

15

16
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18
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irrelevant to any of the issues in this case.

Rajya.atiom levels at. a given point can

change, can be different. There's no showing *that
any'f

the flara or fauna at, that location, which would be

found at that location on a Sunday, were there when that
~ survey report was made three years ago.

And the whole structure of the suggested

survey sampling and monitoring procedure just --. and I
submit, and I'l use the words that Mr. Chonin used

I don't mean to cas't aspersions, -- but does not seem to

be very rigorous, from a scientific standpoint.

And quite frankly, that is the primary

objection which we have.

Now, picking up on some of the other

legal principles which are applicable in this proceeding,

in 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Appendix A, it clearly states, and

I quote:

"In no event should the parties be
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~

'ermitted to use discovery procedures to

conduct a fishing expedition or to delay

the proceeding."

I don~t mean to make a pun there, in using
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the word "fishing expedition" in a civil procedure sense,

but that appears to be what we have here, a fishing
expedition.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Isn't it the Supreme

Court,'fter the adoption of Federal Rules of Practice

relating to discovery, no more would be heard of the

time honored cry of the fishing expedition from the

Supreme Court, case?

MR. COLL: I think you can find Federal

cases and State cases on both sides of the issue of

fishing expedition, but it appears the Commission's

Regulations come down on the side, still, that in their
proceedings, fishing expeditions are not permitted.

That Regulation, I mean Appendix A, that

statement still exists in Appendix A.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Would you regard

Appendix A as being a Regulation?

MR. COLL: I believe it is guidance .to

the Board and parties in this situation, your Honor.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You regard it as a

Regulation.
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MR. COLL: I think it would be helpful
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Rules of Practice?

MR. COLL: Yes, sir, I think it would be

helpful in your-'reaching a decision with respect to this
motion.
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: You haven't answered me

squarely.

It might or it might not be helpful.
I'm not going into that.

I'm curious as to whether you, as a lawyer,

regard it as a Rule of Practice in a Regulation, in that
sense.

MR. COLL: It's an Appendix to the Rules

of Practice, yes, sir.
15

16

17

18

19

the

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Okay.

MR. COLL: Going back to where I was,

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You were fishing.
S

MR. COLL: The thrust of the Intervenor's
20

21

~ n
23

~ 24

25

argument is, "I don't trust what they'e doing down

there. I 'm going to go do it my own way. "

There has been no'howing that his way

is either any different from our way, or any better than

our way, or will result in any dif'ferent information.

And as Dr. Paris suggested, the scope of
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2

this proposed project, ~ as outlined by Mr. Oncavage,

if he did everything he wanted to do in a scientifically
acceptable manner, it's highly unlikely that we could

finish such a study withi'n a period of a year or two

years.

There is on file a two-year baseline study

before the plant ever started up.,

There's additional information with

10
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regard to what's there now in terms of these reports

that we filed semi-annually.

To duplicate that effort in one day

does not seem to me to be believable.

Now, one final point, I think this
case is different and I think Mr. Chonin probably

concedes that it is different from the Big Rock Point case,

where the only thing the Intervenor wanted to do was to

gain access to observe and understand the test. of

emergency plans, which was a specific issue in that

proceeding, as I understand the decision.

The motion in that case was an emergency

request.. It was based on one day's notice to the

Board because the test was going to be conducted the

following day.

And the Board made a specific finding

that that provided a unique opportunity to the Intervenor
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to gain information about an issue that was a specific
issue in that case.

~ 4

don't feel that that applies to this
request which is. broader, and is not just a request to

observe or familiarize himself with the site.,
IO

O4

O4

'C)
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to the site.
As he indicated to the Board, he's been

But I submit to you that there has been
O
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no demonstration here that thi;s is relevant to a

contention in this proceeding.

And I would submit the same deficiencies

which we identified in our papers still exist. There s.

been no identification of Mr. King or Dr. Levin, until
this morning, although we have requested some basis

for their backgrounds.

I am familiar with Dr. Goldberg. I don'

snow what, if anyth'ing, he could..contribute'..to this

proceeding.

But again, there's been no showing by

Mr. Oncavage of the kind of sampling procedure that he

intends to undertake; what kinds of controls will be

used to assure that uniform samples are taken.

The offer of split samples doesn't take-

~ 24

25

care of that.
There's been no showing again, and no
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real effort to address the question of who's going to
1

analyze this and analyze the samples.

And where is this going to be done?

As we pointed out, Mr. Oncavage simply
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can't load up the trunk of his car and leave the

plant site, and have the analysis conducted somewhere.

Although he states that his experts have told
him they have adequate equipment to perform such an

analysis.
My- experts tell me, and I must tell the

Board, that they doubt very seriously whether any

meaningful analysis could be conducted other than under

laboratory conditions.

So we.".ze faced, I guess, with him

saying things, but because'e says them, doesn't make

them so.

And again, with all due respect, this

goes to the question of his need to do this.
There has been absolutely no demonstration

on his part, starting from his need to determine damage

to the steam generators in December, and going to where

he has apparently come, in his intent to perform

additional monitoring and sampling.

And those are the real defects and

those are the real deficiencies, I think, in this
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proposed program.

And it, goes back again to the fact
that there has been no attempt to detail his plans or

how he would do .them.
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And it goes back to what the touch tone

ought to, be here; that is, what is the probability that
'the information will be developed, which the Board can

use in this proceeding to assist it in developing a

. sound, record in reaching a decision.
t

And there's been no sufficient showing

of that.
Could I just have a minute?

(Nhereupon, Mr. Coll confers with Mr. Reis.)

MR. COLL': So we would submit, your Honor,

that'he motion should be denied.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Oh, you haven't had a

chance yet.
MR. GOLDBERG: Thank you.

Judge Miller, as we indicated in our

written response to the pending discovery motion, the

21

22

23

24

25

Staff adopts an essentially neutral posture, not being

one of the immediate parties involved.

However, in light of the arguments

in'~support of the motion today, I feel inclined to

make a few remarks.
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I think that in deciding the discovery

motion, we have to balance certain factors.
One would be the legitimate right of

a party to conduct. reasonable discovery.

U
R
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Another would be@the legitimate right
of a Nuclear Licensee to private property rights that
obtain this, perhaps, as Judge Luebke has indicated may

be entitled to greater weight than ordinarily would be

the case in civil practice, because of the exclusion

area requirements and the fact that there are certain

security circumstances that, come into play.
And I think the third factor is

o

CI

13

14

15

16.

17

18

19

the overall integrity, I believe, of the adjudicatory

process, and see that that. is not unduly abused.'

believe that the pending discovery =

motion is certainly somewhat broader in .scope and

nature than that which was before the Board in the

Big Rock Point proceeding, a copy of which has been

circulated among the Board and parties.
20 And I think that the applicant's
21

22

comments regarding the scope of the discovery request

are certa'inly well taken.

23 -What we have seen as factual support

24

25

for the motion is basically an array of allegations
A

that there ax'+ certain environmental effects that are
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going to occur's a result of this repair, that were
I

either not considered by the NRC Staff, or inadequately

considered.

To a. great degree, either these mirror
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written comm'ents made on the draft statement, which

the Staff submits, will, by virtue of its responses to

those comments, will be demonstrated to be without

merit.

On the one hand I'd kind of like to

see the kind of broad discovery process envisioned

because it may convince some people of the truthfulness
of the position that I have just espoused, but I'm .

afraid perhaps to sort of characterize Abraham Lincoln,

what we'e likely. to do is convince some of the people

some of the time, and not all of, the people all of the

time.

We may be similarly diverse in our

views some many months, if not longer, down the road,
19

20

without being closer to any evidentiary

CHAIRMAN MILLER: If anyone thinks that
21

22

23

we'e going to permit this or any other discovery that

will delay the evidentiary proceeding, we have no such

notion in mind.

25

MR. GOLDBERG: I didn't mean to imply that,

Judge Miller.
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Again, I made some of these remarks

because of the implicit challenge in both the scope and

substance of the draft statement, and I wanted to allay
anyone''oncern.-

These comments will be addressed and
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we believe satisfactorily demonstrated, that. they. are

without any merit.
I* would note in connection in somewhat of

a preview of our position on the final statement that,
as anyone could readily see, I think, in comparing the

Turkey Point Environmental Statement in its draft form

with the statement. prepared in Surrey, that there's quite

a more thorough treatment of the environmental ef fects

in the Turkey Point Statement, than was the case

in the Surrey Statement, which was accepted by the

Commission in that particular action.

One final note is a reference to an

environmental assessment performed by NRC Staff

biologist. This was performed in connection with

the NRC's obligations under the Endangered Species Act.
21

~ 22

23
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25

A summary conclusion of the assessment

itself is contained in Section 433 of the draft

statement, and it concludes in material part that:
"No adverse impact to any threatened or

endangered species known or suspected to
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inhabit or utilize the Turkey Point site,
will occur.".

And by letter dated January 15, 1981,

which would be an appendix to the final statement,

the Fish and Wild Life Service concurs, thereby, T. think,
casting 'a greater question on the ability to generate

any additional information that's likely to be more

persuasive on some of these issues.

So

10 DR. PARXS: Excuse me, Mr. Goldberg.

MR. GOLDBERG: Yes.
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DR. PARIS: Mr . Goldberg, the document

Mr. Oncavage or Mr. Chonin mentioned was a description of
the staff work that led to the statement contained in 433

of'he DES; is, that correct?

MR. GOLDBERG: That is correct, Judge Paris.

That document, 1 believe, as Mr. Oncavage ment;ioned, was

placed in the Public Document Room for public document

inspection. 1 don't recall--I could be mistaken--whe0her

10

or not there was any direct request to receive a copy
of'hat;

however; this provided the basis for the conclusions

in the statement.

12

1,3

I guess, also, in comments about the

adversary nature of the proceeding, I just want to

14

15

stress that the foremost responsibility of the staff is

to protect the public health and safety, that environ-

16

17

mental values are observed, and we believe that this has

been done in a comprehensive safety evaluation report and

18

19

20

21

22

23
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25

equally thorough with draft environmental statement, so we

don ' see us being in an adversary posture with the inter-
venor.

We are just trying .to see that there is a sound

'record for the decision and we would appreciate them coming

forward wi'th facts that might demonstrate that we have been

mistaken.

We don't want. to leave the impression with the
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~K parties or with the public, that that is not our

foremos t c'one em.

DR. PARIS: Mr. Goldberg, of the numerous

things that Mr:-:Oncavage has proposed to do out there, is

thexe anything you could do out there that might

IO

C)

IN
C)
CI

contribute to a more complete record?
I

MR.- GOLDBETG: May I ha ve a moment, please,

Judge Paris 7

10

DR. PARIS: Yes .

[Discussion off the record]
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~ MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Paris, to give you an

answer, which I thope will!-be satisfactory, I am

apprised by the proj e'ct manager, these monitor, prime

requirements that are contained in the license technical

specifications, to a degree, to some extent, conforms

with env ironmenta 1 'moni tor ing pe rformed by the

Environmental Protection Ag:ency, through its s tate

offices .

I can't give you any more direct answer, yes

or no, other than that we believe we have whatever data

we believe is necessaxy to perform complete environmental

xe view.

I am sorry that I can'---
DR, PARIS; I rec ognize---

MR. GOLDBERG: Yes .
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DR. PARIS: You can' answer-.-the answer to

my ques tion would require a lot of s tudy.

3 DR. PARIS: Mr . Cho nin.

MR CHONIN: Just very briefly, it seemed to

10

me that Mr. Goldberg said, in a very nice way, was

answering your ques tion--but it seems to me, in
listening to the licensees and the staff, more

particularly from the licensee, that Mr. Oncavage is

being placed in 'a very -un'ique pos ition concerning

dis co very o

12
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20

Number. One, I am aware of no cases tha t
require, in a discovery motion, a ruling by a judicial
body, that an expert that might ultimately do certain

testing, be qualified and that his qualifications be

placed in the record before a particular party is

entitled to discovery, nor am I aware of any
*

law that

requires the tes t 'result, or what would be obtained, to,
in some way, be admissible, prior to your being entitled

to go ahead and to inspect or to require a production of

documents.

22

23

.24

25

I would submit that you might as well do away

with the discovery rule if the test is going to be

whether or not the party who is being discovered agains t

says, "We'e done it all. We have the results.'here is

no need for you to do it. We have done it already and we
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will give you the results".
2 I would submi.t, every piece of litigation

that exis ts in the country virtually might as well be

dis pens ed wi.th..

The poinL of discovery is, not 'o come to the
I

ultimate conclusion as to whether it will be admissible at
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12

16

'Itrial but, could it lead to discovery that would be

admiss ible at trial.
I thi.nk that Mr. Oncavage, by being allowed to

go on the premises and to conduct this inspection, will
not do- any damage to the uti.lity; can assist the

Adminis trative Board in de'veloping a better record, and I
think Mr. Oncavage has already exhibited to this Board,.

since he has entered this process, that perhaps a better

review is being obtained, relative to these affairs.
He is a citizen and an intervenor.
'He is not a nuclear engineer, but the

interes ting part about this field, when you get into it is

you realize that that is kind of true of a lot of people

that work in the axea, on site, and where ever else have
I

you.

Mark has developed a 'certain self education

to this field, and feels that he can serve some good by
doing an independent inspection, and I see no ovex xiding

interes t that the utilities have, in not allowing us to
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~ %,
go on there and c onduc t thes e tes ts and do. thes e

samples that can occur to the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, by allowing us tw'".be; allowed to do this.
DR.. LUEBKE: Mr. Chloe,::let me as k you

s ome thing.

You say you don' think that his sampling

10

program is designed in such a way that it is going to give
'erymeaningful information.

P

If you let him go on there, and take what

ever samples he wants to, and all he wants to, ad hap
11 hazar'd, as we used to like to say--willy nilly or what

' ver, and he provides you with split samples--you don'
13
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have to analyze them right away.

You can put them in the deep freeze and hold

them until you get his report, and then you can get them

out and see if there is something you want to check up on.

Suppos'e you do this. What has it cos t you7

What have you
lost'R,,

REIS: We are not hiding anything at

Turkey Point. I want to make that perfectly clear, but

I don't think the issue is what harm it causes to us.

Going back, for example, to his reques t--that
he had to get on the s ite to see whether or not there has

been any leakage in the cooling canals .

I don't know if he understands or not, that
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those cooling canals are monitored by the people who

file the reports in the public documents, and those

reports ha ve been filed s ince this event in November, and

there has been -no s ta tement that thexe has been any

leakage in "he canals. Has he processed that data, or

has he even looked at that data?

The biological assessment that you referred

10
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to was generated, in a large part, because he made
a'ho11yunfounded allegation that we were vio1ating the

Endangered Species Act, and quite frankly, it's those

kinds of things tha t mo tiva te my client and me, to

confine these kinds of discovery xequest to those -which

will result in developing a record.

If it was just a, question whether he could run

around hap haza'rd, it would be different, but he hasn'

even addressed the ques tion of how he wil1 analyze samples

on the site.
I don't even know that that is possible,

Dr. Paris. My people tell me it is not.

DR. LUEBKE: Mr.-. Oncavage, you have mentioned

one contention, when you were describing what you were

going to do, Contention 1, Contention 2. Are there other

contentions which you see as being specifically--let me

put it this way.

Are there any other contentions,that'your
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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s urvey is relevant to?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Yes .

DR. LUEBEKE: Will you specify those- and tell
us how so?

5 MR. ONCAVAGE: Will I specify and tell how

so, yes .

All right, it is extremely relevant to

Contention Number One, which is assess ing the

10

environmental impact of the steam generator repair.
As I said, there has been no base line data

12

13

14
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done, with the plant operating in its present condition.
The base li,ne data was done before the plant

s tarted operation.

That part is fine, but it certainly needs to
be'p dated presently.

Our monitoring of worker duces leads us to

Contention Number 'Two. The contention alleges that the

radiation production procedures will not be fully
implemented and of the highes t 'quality that the licensee

is planning on.

Contention Number Three, the release of

primary coolant, after being partially decontaminated,and

the release of laundry was te water, dovetails with

Contention Number One, as far as environmental acts go.

These have to be quantified and added to our current
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site status, insofar as contamination.

Contention Number Six, the cumulative off site

3 radiation re leases, 8 lso doveta ils with what is present ly
on site and what the environmental impact will be, back in

Contention Number One, along with the environmental impact

statement problems ..

Also, although not as direct as the others,

8 Contention Number 13, the method of radiation monitoring

9 as being inadequate--I think it is amply demonstrated by my

10 argument that sampling sites from the restricted area are

11 not on public file.
12

13

14

The semi-annual radiological reports F. P. and

L. does are from areas other than, the restricted area.
I

The biological 'assessment did not go into
15 monitoring the area and the Environmental Act Statement

did not go into monitoring the restricted area, so I think
17 there is a lot of connection between the various Conten-

18 t ion s.
19 Going into Contention Number One, with the

Environmental Act Statement and the lack of necessary

21 data, which we intend to fill---
22.

23

DR, LUEBKE: Excuse me; the 18 s t one you

mentioned--Contention Number l3--is now Number 8, for the

25

record '?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Ye s, s ir .
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: Miss Reporter, here is a

written paragraph. It has been dictated into the

record but to be sure it is 100% correct, to be 'sure of

100% accuracy;-it is written here.

Before we go, is there anything further in
relationship to the matter we discussed before we

considered the motion?

10

12
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14

15,

16

17

18

19

MR. ONCAVAGE: Jus t one moxe item: I would

like for an invitation to be extended to Metro- Dade

County to analyze the samples-.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I assume Metro Dade County

will- look af ter their own interests.
MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Miller, are we in

recess?

'.CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, I am sorry. Forgive

me. We are in recess.

[Thereupon, at 3:15 P.M., the hearing was in

recess . ]
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: Referring to the motion for
Turkey Point site inspection, the Board intends to grant

3 the mot ion for site .inspection upon the ba's is of this con-

stituting an effort to obtain, by discovery, information

which could lead to the discovery of admissible evidence,

but, of course, under our rules, it does not have to be

CO
Ol

CI
CI
C4

a dmiss ible, per se .

We are going to permit some site inspection

A

O
U
R

9 and some sampling; however, the Board feels that reason-

10 able limitations should be put upon this -- both as to the

Pa 11
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o~ 15
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number of person'-and the type of sampling, and many other

things--because we do not believe that it would be reason-

able to permit unlimited inspection, sampling and the like.
We are prepared to ask all counsel to give us

suggestions as to reasonable limitations, and we would"

like for you to hold down to as limited a basis as

possible your- requests for site inspections under these

circumstances, because we are going to have to impose

limitations.
20 We would, by the same token, ask counsel for
21

22

the licensee and the staf f -- to the extent that they wish

to participate in this -- to consider that we are going to

24

25

enter 'an order permitting site inspection an'd sampling,

but we want to do it on a reasonable and limited basis,

and, if you will approach it -- all of you -- in that
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spirit, it will be'helpful to the Board to have your sug-

gestions.

Nho wishes to go first'

5'lient~
MR. CHONIN: Can I gust consult with my

J

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

MR. CHONIN: B-fore we try to narrow the areas

or arrive at reasonable limitations, Judge Miller, would
I'epossible for -- it is my understanding that tomorrow an

10 inspection is taking place, although there will be no dis-

'A

ll cussions or whatever.
\

12.. CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes; the Board wishes to see

13 the plant, physically, and it has notified, I think, all
14 parties that it intends to go out at 8:00 o 'clock.
15 MR. CHONIN, ', regretfully, am going to be

t
CO

C9

unable to go, but Mark is going to go, and he felt as

though he would have a better grasp of identifying areas,
4 if that is a part of the reasonable limitation that you

intend to impose, and it would be more -- things would

make more sense to him, in terms of as he would be going
21

22
I

23

through it, so, if we could de fer your ruling as to wha t
are the reasonable limitations until tomorrow -- after you

do the inspection, you do not plan on convening again,

25

take it '?

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Ne did not plan to rule on
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the limitations until after we made our on-site visit
tomorrow.

4

CHAIRMAN M1LLER: We wanted to get some

suggestions from all of the parties here this afternoon,

which we could have in mind when we make our visit to the

site tomorrow.
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DOCTOR PARIS: I thought that Mr. Oncavage

had visited the plant.

MR. CHONIN: He d id .

MR. ONCAVAGE: Back in September, I toured

with Mr. Masnick, of the NRC, and we did not go into the

restricted area.

We spent most of our time in the cooling

canals.

MR. CHONIN: He has never really been into

the restricted areas, and I think everybody -- just like
you all -- will have a better grasp of what

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Interjecting) I do not

know what you mean by restricted areas.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: We are not going into any

place special, either .

CHA.IRMAN MILLER: This is a general back-
I

ground review.
24

25

I have never seen the plant before.

This is background; it is not evidentiary in
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any sense.

(To Mr. Coll) By Che way, have you made

ar ran gemen C s?

IA
IA

P4
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25

MR. COLL: Yes, sir .

By Che way, we do not plan to go into any

radiation-controlled areas.

DOCTOR PARIS: I do not intend to, either; I
wi,ll guarantee you Chat.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Is that wha C you were talk-
ing about?

MR. CHON IN: 'xc u s e me?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Is that what you were talk-
ing about'?

MR. CHONIN: I was not particularly talking
about him going into them, physically; I was-talking about

when he is there and will see: "Mell, Cha C is Che re-

stricted area," and., you know, it will be pointed out Co

him, and I Chink it will be easier for him to arrive at

are you saying that, in terms of reasonable limitations,
in going in, we are going to be precluded from going into

Che restri.cted areas'?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That may w e1 1 be .

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Let us clarify: Is there a

restricted area'?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Me wi.ll clarify it.
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DOCTOR LUEBKE: Are the cooling canals inside

the fense -- exclusionary'

MR. COLL: I am sorry?

DOCTOR LUEBKE: . Are the cooling canals inside

the fense'?

MR. COLL: No; they are outside -- the

exclus'ionaries.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: They are within the exclu-

4

O

9 s ionar ie s '?

10

12

13

MR. COLL: Ye s .

DOCTOR LUEBKE': They are?

MR. COLL: Yes .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The place where the steam

14

15

generators and the assemblies would be stored -- if they

are stored on the site -- would be inside the exclusion-.

17

20

21

23

24

aries; i,s that correct?

MR. COLL: That is right; it is within a

protected area, but it is not within a radiation-controlled

area.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Tha t is a be t te r word .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You have never been inside
Cr

the exclusionary'

MR. ONCAVAGE: That is right.
MR. COLL: It is within a protected area, but

is not within a radiation-controlled area.
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10

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That is the difference.

You have never been in, the exclusionary

inside the fence; is that right'?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Inside the fence<

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That is right.
MR. ONCAVAGE: No; I have been on the plant

site, and I have been on the cooling canals, which are not

inside the controlled fence.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: I have heard that the canals

are inside the fence.

MR. ONCAVAGE: If you consider that the

12

13

entire property b longs to the licensee -- that it is the

exclusionary area

14 DOCTOR LUEBKE: (Interjecting) I do not know

15

16

about ownership of'roperty, but there is a line called

the exclusionary.
17

18

MR . ONCAVA6E:

cannot help you; I do not

I do not know that line, so I
know too much on the t.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Well, that is one thing that

we will.learn about tomorrow.

MR. CHONIN: I think Mr. Oncavage will learn

about it, also, and we could then, perhaps, within twenty-

four hours, or whatever time frame, -- in writing -- submit

our version of what a reasonable limitation would be.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: We will ask all of you to do
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it in writing, if you choose, but we wanted to give an

opportunity today to all of you to make some suggestions

3 to us as to what you regard a s either precise limitations

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

or perhaps the kind of limitations.
You gentlemen know what is out there, and you

know what your felt needs are on the one hand, and we have

indicated to you that we are going to allow -- that we

'ant it. to be on a reasonable and fairly limited basis,

and we need .some guidance from all of you, and the sooner

that you can provide it to us, the sooner we can act.

MR., COLL: We have the following concerns,

and we would'oint out the following problems in connection

with considering reasonable limitations.
First of all, I am informed by our health

physics people that it is contrary to good health physics

ethics to allow unnecessary excursions into high-radiation

areas, simply to

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Interjecting) Hold it a

minute,
20 I do not think we are talking about high-

radiation areas at all are we?

22 We are not granting that, and they are not

24

a sking for tha t .

MR. COLL: In the colloquy here today, he

indicated that he wanted to take swipes from inside
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containment.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, s tr ike the,swipe s .

DOCTOR LUEBKE: We are not even thinking

about inside containment.

MR. COLL: Secondly, we do our monitoring and

sampling and reporting pursuant to certain ANSI -- (spell-

ing) A-N-S-I -- standards, certain reg guides from the NRC
\

and certain plant procedures.

We also use instruments which are -- and have

10 to be -- calibrated.

We would clearly want to be sure that those

12

13

same proced'ures were 'followed by him, so that any com-

parison of the data contained was meaningful, and

14

15

16

17

18

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Inter jecting) There, I
think you are going into the quality -- if not the

admissibility or weight -- of what is obtained, so

differentiate that ..
'I

He can go in there with scales.

If he goes in with zilch and comes out with

21

22

zilch, we do not care.

We are simply giving him an opportunity.

We are not now going into the auality, the

23 comparative nature, .the weight, if any, to be given, or
24

25

even admissibility, end I think that objection goes to the

latter sphere, rather than trying to get some kind of
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MR. COLL: He offered Co split samples, for
example, and I am not certain that it would be meaningful,

unless Che samples were to be analyzed in a concomitant

way; otherwise,
C

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Interjecting) That could

very well be, but, if he has got zilch, he has got zilch;
7 he will give you what he has.

Do not talk now,about Che weight of the evi-

9 dence.

10

ll
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

20

~ CHA IRMAN MILLER:

he knows -'- where he got

He will Cell you as much as

and so for Ch.

F

on. sample s .

He will give you the information that he has

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Let us say that is part of

his chief case -- how he has analyzed the samples.

Unless he tells us in detail, then we have no

basis on which

MR ~, CHONIN: (inter jecting) That is right,

MR. COLL: No, sir, but I will not be able Co

know what; he has got unless I know what he is doing.

22

25

and we cannot get it in, and Chat is our problem.

MR. COLL: Our procedures and Che NRC regu-

lations wpuld not permit him to take anything off the

site until it was analyzed and found to contain no

detectable quantities of radiation.
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: Do you think that there are

detecta'ble quantities of radiation out there -- detectable

quantities of radiation in some of the samples that he will
be taking?

MR. C OLL: I will no t know un'l we ana lyze

them.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You do not know'?

10

analyze.

MR. COLL: The point is that he is not here to

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I know that, but you are

12

13

making some assumptions there.

I would like to hear from the staff on th's.
MR. GOLDBERG: I am af ra id that I cannot

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 ~

24

25

really address that.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I would think .that some

method could 'be devised in litigation that would respect

whatever- rights and. duties the licensee might have, but I
do not think that would be totally controlling, and we

might have to grant protective orders, and that kind of

thing, which we are prepared to do, and

DOCTOR LUEBKE: (Inter )ecting) I think the

matter of liability -- somebody could carry out rad io-

active materials.

MR. COLL: He could not remove anything until
it was analyzed, and 1 have not yet heard whether he is
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prepared to analyze anything on the site.
CHAIRMAN M1LLER: Let us find out; maybe he is

not asking for that.

MR. CHON IN:

Mr. Coll is saying.

I really am very confused by what

'9

12

16

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

23

25

24

like.

MR. COLL: No, sir.
MR. CHONIN: Well, that is what it sounded

MR. COLL: It is my" understanding that he is
k

going to go out there with an .instrument and say; "Aha;

I have got.a reading here, and I am going to take some
S

dirt and put it, in my container."

My next question is: "What is he going 'to do

with that dirt?"
We cannot permit him to remove it from the

site until it has been analyzed.

CHA IRMAN MILLER: I 8 m n ot q ue st ion ing

necessarily, but what is the basis of that statement?

I am asking the staff to try to help us at

~ this point.

I am not at all certain that is or is not so.

DOCTOR PARIS: If you analyzed it and found

Is he saying that .he expects us to take

samples and let them analyze them, and that they are going
/

to then give them to us and we are going to analyze them?
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that it was hot, you would not permit him to remove it from

the site; would you?

34 MR, COLL: No; we would not.

MR. JOSEPH DANEK: Ne have a requirement that

nothing can leave a radiation-controlled area if it is
4

greater'han one thousand, fixed.
I@I

CI
C4

CV

CI
O4

cedure and

Loose, non-detectable -- that is FSRA pro-

V
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22

24

25

23.

DOCTOR PARIS: Is that. a Florida Power and

Light procedure,

MR. DANEK: Ye s, s ir .

DOCTOR PARIS: (Continuing) -- or is that

imp os ed by some governmental agency?

MR. DANEK: That is a Florida Power and Light

procedure.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That is your own procedure?

MR. DANEK: That is correct, and there is a

procedure which we have right now for us to allow -- if we

were to allow material of that little quantity to leave

the plant site, we would still have to analyze it to de-

termine whether or not it could leave the plant site -- a

'quantity of material greater than an exempted quantity.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Let us find out what the

situation is.
DOCTOR PARIS: Does analyzing it mean some-
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thing more than holding a probe over it'
MR. DANEK: It could require us to do a

jelly spectrum analysis on it -- an isotopic analysis.

CHAIRMAN MlLLER: We are trying to be

prac tical.
We have told you the parameters that we are

operating'in.

12

16

18

19

20

21

22

ci 9

10
R

m 11

R
H

13

14

o 15

17

You want a June 2nd trial.
Now, if you start giving us limitations that

are not reasonable,

MR. COLL: (Interjecting) Judge Miller, I
pointed this out: We are just trying to abide by the

law ~

MR. CHONIN: I am not hearing any law.

MR. COLL: To deviate from our own procedures,

it could cause a deviation from the license requirements,

and we cannot simply deviate from our procedures.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, you cannot use your

own procedures to establish procedures that are contrary

to procedural due process, either.
There are two different points of view that

have to be respected.

24

25

You are in litigation, so we have to look at .

it from that point of view, in terms of the Board ' rul-

ings, as well as your own rules and regulations, which is
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exactly

MR. COLL: (Inter)ecting) We are in litiga-
3 t ion involving a regulated type of ac tivity, which is

different from civil litigation, Your Honor, and I would

5

6

a 9

10
R

Po 11

R
12.

13

14
E

15

)" 16

g 17

1S

19

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That is why we are looking

at these things.

MR. COLL: Yes, s ir .

'Continuing) -- respectfully submit that,

unless it is. shown that these procedures are highly un-

reasonable and have no basis. -- as Judge Luebke said

for even liability purposes, as opposed to the reasons why

we have them -- well, they should not be deviated from; we

simply cannot allow that.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: No utility can set up its

own regulations designed to preclude or shield or shelter

from all types of probing or inspections in a litigated
procedure in a proper way.

MR. COLL: I am not suggesting that, Your

21

Honor.

CHAIRMAN MILLER:. No, but that is the premise

24

that I -- keep that in mind when you tell me about your own

procedures.

MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Miller, again, 1 have not
25 explored this matter at any length, but one regulation that
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may be applicable here is Section 20.302. of the regula-
tions�.

CHAIRM'~N MILLER: Section 20.302.

lO
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MR. GOLDBERG: Right; it is the method for

obtaining the approval of proposed disposal procedures.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: By the way, anybody who ha s

any knowledge or information that might be helpful to

counsel, please feel free to confer with him.

MR. CHONIN: That has to do with waste dis-

posal e

MR. GOLDBERG: Well, it is licensed material.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Licensed. material>

MR. HARVEY STORY: Judge Miller, when an

individual goes into the radiation-controlled area, which

is .the restricted area, every individual that leaves that

area has to survey his person and his belongings to make

sure that there is no radioactive material leaving.

We would require that of. any samples and of

any swipes that were taken -- to survey them with a

meter -- and, if they indicated any radiation, or any

radioactive material, we would have to do an isotopic

analysis on them.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: How long would that take
I

you '?

MR. STORY: Depending upon non-interference
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with other operations -- normal plant operations, or, if
the equipment were sitting there and ready to go

could take anywhere from an hour to an hour and a half to

do the test.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: I think you should be pre-

10

pared to do that, if we are going to get down to that,
because we are going to have you complying with those

things that are reasonably required, but, on the other

hand, we want reasonable discovery.

We do not want to violate any safety rules,
or

12

13

DOCTOR PARIS: (Inter /ecting) That time was

pe r sample; is that right '?

14

15

16

17

18

19

20"

21

22

23

24

MR. STORY: Ye s .

DOCTOR PARIS: It is per sample.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: How many samples are we

going to have?

We may all be down here again in a few weeks,

and I think this can be done in a reasonable manner with-

out pre)udice to anybody, but, on the other hand, I do

feel that there is going to have to be some discovery on

this, and we do not know what. it is going to show, if
anything,. so we are willing to go a step at a time and be

reasonable with all of you.

MR. COLL: We would respectfully request
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that the number of people be limited,
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes; I think that is

reasonable.

O

a 9
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MR. COLL: (Continuing) -- and we would
4

respectfully request that they be required to be escorted

by one of our health physicists -- wherever they wanted

to go ~

There was some mention before about

Mr. Oncavage straying into an unprotected area, and

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Inter )ecting) No; we do

not want anybody straying.

Ne think the limitation on the numbers is

reasonable, and we think, also, that they should be

accompanied by a health physicist.
The person does not have to impede what you

look at, but should see that you have reasonable opportu-

nity.
MR. CHONIN: I have no trouble with the first

part of it, but to impose upon a party doing discovery the

requirement that somebody from the opposition's company

that has a chilling effect on
E. ~

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Inter

)ecting�)

If it is

hot enough, you do not have to worry about the chilling
effect,, and, if it is not hot, forget it.

MR. GOLDBERG: I am not sure that the NRC
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security requirements would permit a person to wonder

about the site unaccompanied by plant personnel.

MR. CHONIN: Ne would have no objection to

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22'3

staff personnel.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You cannot bring the staff
in unless they want to; you cannot draft the staff.

MR. CHONIN: You cannot win for losing, either;
that is what you are saying.

They call the ball game; they tell you how you

are going to do your discovery.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Excuse me~ Mr. Chonin, but

'r. Goldberg has found something.

MR. GOLDBERG: I believe that I may be closer

to the source of'he requirement.

Part 30 of the Commission's regulations govern

the 'use and 'possession of'yproduct material, of which I
believe this would be a part.

Under Section 30.41 of that sub-part, the

licensee may only transfer byproduct material to certain

'designated agencies and individuals enumerated under sub-

part B, Paragraphs One through Seven, and I believe that

is probably the origin for the'icense requirements and

procedures preventing the off-site transfer of byproduct=

25

material, which, itself', is defined in Section 30.0, sub-

part B, so that the purpose really is to possess it on
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site, but Co severely limit its removal from. the site.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: By Che licensee?

MR. GOLDBERG: That is correct, Your Honor,

but it says under part B -,
— no; it says under A Chat no.

r

licensee shall transfer byproduct material, except as

authorized pursuant to this section.

Under B, it says: Except as otherwise pro-

vided in its license, and subject to sub-parts C and D,

9 he may transfer this material to certain designated

10 DOCTOR LUEBKE: ( Inter jec ting ) To the

11 administration.

12

13

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Who is the administration'

MR., GOLDBERG: I had understood that Co be

14 1 guess I am just not sure of who the administration is

under that, but I Chink t'hat was a throw-back Co Che old

Energy Research and Development Administration, which is
17

18

presently the Department of Energy.

MR. C OLL: The adminis trat ion is d ef ined in

30.4 as. ERDA, but 30.3 provides that nobody can possess

21

byproduct material unless you have a license.

DOCTOR pARIS: What is the mean ing of'0. 41

23

24

B-3, Mr. Goldberg?

MR. GOLDBERG: I am not aware of the range

of persons who may be exempt under that provision, but
25 do not believe t;hat it applies to members of the general
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public, or even to parties to licensing proceedings, but,

most probably, to some other agency.

MR. CHONIN: May I be heard'?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You may be heard, but can

you cut it down so that you

MR. CHONIN: (Inter )ecting) OK; we are not

Che licensee; we are an intervenor.

You have going on here one provision of the

9 -regulations which allows inspections on the site, which is

10 the rule that we came in under.

I think Chat, for them Co now be taking the

12 position'hat these prohibitions that they have as a

13 licensee, in terms of what they may Cake off or not Cake

14 off, should not be applicable to a sample that we are

16

going to have analyzed for purposes of discovery.

I think they are mixing -- what you are

17

18

basically telling us is that no intervenor or party in a

nuclear regulatory commission proceeding is ever going to

be able to 'go on the site and do discovery and do an in-

spection until the licensee goes with him and tests what

he has, and it seems to me Chat Chere is a real conflict

between those Cwo rules.
23 DOCTOR PARIS: Mr. Chonin, if Mr. Oncavage

stumbles upon a curie of Cobalt-60 out there, you cannot

let him take it off.
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: I think you better consider

that the general provisions relating to discovery are go-

3 ing to have to give way 'to the peculiar power and

responsibility of the NRC to regulate radioactive materials.
Ne cannot have that permitted, as. such.

Ve'are trying to find a way to give you some

reasonable testing and discovery, but that does not give
C

the use of these restrictive materials was basic to the act
f

g before there was an NRC.

10 DOCTOR LUEBKE: Ve have been talking about

nuclear radiation and health physics, and 1 think that, as

12

13

another matter, there might be another person in the com-

pany.

14 Plant security is another matter that needs to

15 be tend ed to.
16 In other words, there are a lot of things

17 the emergency. -generators, the primary AC electric lines

coming in there and areas of the plant that are vital to

the operation of the plant -- and you just cannot wonder

around the plant without having a security person accom-

22

panying you.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: It would appear to the

Board that probably all counsel would like to have an

opportunity to examine both the regulations and our own

procedures, and to make some constructive suggestions
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consistent with the preliminary ruling that we have indi-
cated we are entering.

We will allow some discovery.

We will allow some entry upon the premises.
I

They will be with reasonable limitations in

6 those things that are necessary for health, safety, our

CO
CI

7 own staff i s responsib ility, and the like, so this does

8 appear to be a c omplex matter, and we should all g ive

some thought.

10 We would, therefore, suggest that whatever time

ll you may think is reasonable -- within a week or less, or

13

15

18

12

16

17

whatever, we would like to have, in writing, your sug-

gestions, and we would like to ask the intervenor: 'Cut the

things down as sharp as you can, because we are giving you

some rights that are not uncommon under the Federal Rules

of Practice, but they are not in NRC practice, I can

assure you, so get them down as sharp as you can, and make

them as reasonable as you can, all the way down the line,
and then we would ask the licensee to make a good-faith

4

effort the other way -- to tender at least some of those
/

things that can be done without trying to cross every T,

so to speak.

23

24

I think maybe we can work this thing out and

respect the scope and responsibilities of all parties here;

at least we are going to try it that way.
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We are going to look at the site tomorrow, as

I have indicated, but it is not evidentiary, and we sure

are not going to go into any heavy radiation areas; that is
not our'urpose.

We have not invited anyone to attend, but

neither'have we said that you may not do so.

That is up to you, but you are not going to be

part of the proceedings; we are not going to talk to any-

body, and we do not want anybody to talk to us.

10 We are going to go where we want and why,

12

without explanations.
I

Within those limitations, you may do.as you

13 like.
14 (After speaking with Doctor Paris -- out of
15

16

the hearing of,the reporter) Judge Paris has pointed out

to me 30.11.

17'8

19

You might want to check 10-C.

30.11: Specific Exemptions, and so forth
Powers, of the C'ommission.

20

21

22

23

24

25

We are not passing any 'judgment at all on the

merits, but anything that might be helpful -- we will ap-

preciate hearing from you.

What time interval do you wish?

MR. CHONlN: A week.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Tha t is all right .
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Monday..

MR. COLL: We would like it by- Friday or

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What is today -- Monday'

MR. CHONIN: It is Tuesday.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: 'I think you should try t'o

6

7

8

9

10

14

15

12

17

18

19

20

23

25

22

have it,by Monday of next week -- everybody -- and get it
into everybody's hands.

Next Monday is the 30th -- March '30th 1981.

suggestions, and copy each other, and, hopefully, if you

please have in our hands your written

can confer prior to that time, do not hesitate to pick up

that telephone and work things out by agreement.

That,w.ill help you, and it will help the

Board.

and

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Inter )ecting) That will
be very helpful.

Both the intervenor and the licensee may feel

MR. COLL: Does the Board contemplate

simultaneous filings by Monday'P

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes; simultaneous.

MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Miller, I am not certain

right now that the staff will make an affirmative filing,
but we will be available to confer on reaching some

accommodation between any of the principals in the matter-,
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free Co confer with the staff and see .if they can help you

in what you a'e seeking Co achieve.

By Che way, on our agenda, I think we have

indicated Chat we have admitted the revised schedule to
)

the extent that we have announced at the pre-hearing con-
')

ference;

As we previously told you, we will now adhere

to the pre-hearing conference of April 27th and 28th 1981

.9 which we are, going to -- it is all pending motions,

10 really.

12

We have in mind perhaps summary disposition.
Yesterday, you filed another motion; did you

'3 ,not, Mr. Goldberg?

MR. GOLDBERG: Yes; it was being assembled

15 )to be dispatched -- when I .left.
16 CHAIRMAN MILLER: By the way, could you tell

18

us -- licensee, or staff -- what other motions are possible?

I am not trying to pin you d own Co a commitment

here, but we would like to have some feel of Che possible

motions. "

21

22

MR. COLL: We plan to file motions for summary

disposition, Your Honor, on what is now Contention Number

Three, on what is now Contention Number Four -- excuse me;

on Contention Number Three and on what is now Contention
25 Number Six -- Contention Number Three and on Contention
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Number S ix.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Three and Six'?

MR. COLL: We also plan to file on what is
now Contention Number Five, on what is now Contention

Number Seven and on Contention Number Eight.
t

MR. CHONIN: The licensee and the intervenor

are serious about holding my feet to 0he fire to respond

8 'o six summary disposition motions. within twenty days?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The licensee and the inter-
10 venor '?

. MR. CHONIN: Not the licensee and the inter-

g .12.

13

venor; the licensee and the staf f .

You see, here I am going again into the

14

15

schedule.

If it was not the schedule that you are talk-

18

ing about, 1 do not think that any administrative board

would require any party to respond to that many motions

within twenty days, and 1 would normally move for a con-

tinuance and ask for an extension of time.
20

21

22

23

t ime?

MR. COLL: You are asking for an extension of

MR. CHONIN: Yes, sir; right now.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Twenty days is our rule,
24

25

counsel; you have twenty days.

MR. CHONIN: Well, twenty days is the rule,
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but, again, I am having the staff -- (to Mr. Goldberg):

How many are you filing'- two'?

MR. GOLDBERG: We have got two that have been

4 filed.
DOCTOR PARIS: You filed on Number Nine, and

6

O

a 9

10
R

11,

R
12

1 3

14

o 15

16

g 17

18

19

20

22

24

what is'he other one that you are filing on?

MR. GOLDBERG: We filed on Number Two and

what is presently Number Four, Sub-A .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Four, Sub-A'?

MR. GOLDBERG: Ye s, si r .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Little A'?

MR. GOLDBERG: Four, Sub-large A, which

formerly was denominated Contention Six in its entirely,
but which has been amended, and we may well file on the

balance of the conteptions that may not otherwise be

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Inter)ecting ) Well, that

is why we scheduled, another conference in a month -- not

knowing what might be filed .

It is for April .27th and 28th -- two days.

By the way, before I forget, let the record

show that we will start the pre-hearing conference on

April 27th at 1:30 -- at 1:$ 0 on the 27th, and on the 28th,

as you may require.

MR. CHONIN: I would move on the record

presently that, if it is the intention of the staff and of
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the licensee to file seven summary disposition motions,

which is basically a summary disposition motion on each

3 contention, at least an add itional twenty days be granted

to me to respond to that many motions within that time

5 frame.

If'hey want to start doing that, then we are

7 going to have a hard time reaching that schedule.
C

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, the Board will
9 respond to such motions as may be filed.

10

12

MR. CHONIN: All right.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: We do caution all parties

that -- if you have got that June 2nd date firmly in mind

13 -- it might be a'ood idea to get these summary disposi-
14

15

tion motions. filed very promptly so that there will be

more time.

16 We will just ha ve to see what is filed and

18

what the s ituat ion is .

We will certainly consider at least some
of'0

them.

MR. CHONIN: I certainly would not thin}s that

23

24

they arr ived at a negotiated schedule with me with any in-

tention to wait until the very last time period they

possibly have to file ten summary disposition motions.

If that was the intent of that negotiated
25 schedule, then I will be filing appropriate motions -- you
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may rest assured --. on extensions of time.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You ladies and gentlemen

3 sat down and negot iated and sent it to the Board in some

fashion -- I do not know if it was by; telephone, or how.

You have got a schedule.

Now, whether it is a reasonable one or not

I was not there, but I rhised the question immediately as

to the timing of it in the only telephone conference that

we have had or will have, so you cannot say that you were

13

14

15

18

10

12

16

17

not cautioned about the possibility of things happening at

the last minute.

Now, we want you all to be fair with each

other, but we are going to be able to talk more intelli-
gently, when we see what the motions are and what they

consist of, because there are motions and motions.

We are not going to anticipate, and we are not

going to pre- judge anything.

You all know what the situation is as far as

20

motions, trial dates and the line.
You are all professionals*, and you are all

21

22

23

24

trial lawyers, so proceed accordingly.
t

The final matter that we have today will be
I

these three document requests.

The first, one -- A -- is for the plant survey

reports starting on January 1st 1978.
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Let us inquire of all counsel: On the .so-
k

called plant survey reports, we do feel that going back

3
'o January of 1978, in March of 1981 -- in view of some

of the problems with record keeping and record retrieval
5.'- is going back a bit far.

I

6 What is 'available for the last. six months or

year that would be sufficiently meaningful for testing
8 purposes, or for whatever purpose is to be made of it on

9 discovery, and yet not too expensive or onerous upon the

10 ut ili,ty'?

MR. COLL: The only hard c opy plant survey

13

reports available are those from the first of the year.

We explained in previous filings that they are

14 batched and microfilmed on an annual basis.
15 CHAIRMAN MILLER: You would'ave them avai.l-

17

able, then, for what period of time'?

MR. COLL: From January 1st 1981 to date, and

20

21

22

there are approximately twenty-f ive hundred t'o three

. thousand'f those.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What was your purpose in

wishing to inspect those reports?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Again, to identify the areas
23 that have shown unusual concentrations of radioactivity on

24 the site.
25

MR. COLL: I thought that we had agreed,
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Judge Miller, that they were not under ALARA interested in

.,going to those areas.

MR.. CHONIN: No; we are not interested in go-

ing to the areas.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You are not interested in

going there, physically?

MR. CHONIN: We are not; we are interested in

looking at a piece of paper that apparently shows that

somebody else has gone to those areas and done surveys on

10 , them, so I do not see where the two have anything to do

ll with one another.

12

13

, CHAIRMAN MILLER: What 'would your records

show as to radioactivity along the lines of what they have

14

15

16 'now?

MR. COLL: (Interjecting), How come I do not

17

18

19.

CHAIRMA-N MILLER: No; can you tell us what

your records show?

MR. COLL: I have not looked at the records,

so 1 have no idea of what the records would show.

21 DOCTOR PARIS: If he were to look at the

hard-cover records that are available -- without going to

the microf ilm -- and saw some areas that are in areas, that

we have indicated he will not be allowed to survey, then

that is excluded, and we do not have to ~orry about it,
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but, if there are some out where he can survey them, we

can let him do that.

Do you see what I mean?

MR. COLL: Yes, sir; I understand what you

are saying.

I would just go back to the other point, in

terms of an investigative technique leading to the dis-
CD
C)

U
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CO

Qt R

fil

O
W

F
c

Cl

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

. 22.

23

24

25

covery of admissible evidence -- that you may have one

report one day, and you may have another report another

day ~

It would not necessarily

'HAIRMAN MlLLER: (Inter jecting) Do you have

any technical people who can tell you what range -- whe-

ther it would be a year or two or not -- would be

reasonably representative in that regard.

MR. STORY: I am not sure of what you are

asking for, Judge Miller, in terms of a range.

The surveys 'vhat cover the beginning of this

year until now cover all areas of'he plant.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I understand that, but what

they are looking for is something a little more precise, I
believe.

MR. CHONIN: That is satisfactory.

DOCTOR LUEBKE: Three thousand reports -- Chat

should keep you busy for a while.
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CHAIRMAN .MILLER: As to the plant survey

reports, you may see those reports -- they will be pro-

duced -- commencing January 1st 1981.

In the event that there are demonstrable

discovery areas consistent with what we are now discussing

here, then you will have to report to the Board, unless

the utility will agree to produce them back six months or

8 a year'- depending upon what the facts are, as they turn
9 out from the examination.

10 We cannot pre-judge anything.

MR.. CHONIN: What is the time frame within
which they have to make them available'

13 CHAIRMAN MILLER: I think they will d o

14 pretty fast, because they seem to be wanting to go to
15 trial.
16 DOCTOR LUEBKE: I would like to jus t remind

20

you that it has got to be relevant -- that anything that

you come in with has got to be relevant to your conten-

tion.
Just because you find a hot spot, do not come

running to the Board unless it is relevant.

MR. COLL: Judge Miller, we would propose to
23 make those available for inspection and copying in the
24 general office building at 92/0 West Flagler Street by
25 Monday.
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located?

CHAIRWN MILLER: Is that where they are

MR. COLL: They are presently located in the

Ol

Id
„IO

CO

C4
CI
CI

6

Document Control Center of'he plant.

MR. CHONIN: May I assume that we do not

need the U. S. Marines to get in there'?

May we just go on over there, and will they

be available'
i 9

Q
10

ll
z'2
B

,13

entry'?

ing;'o.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are there problems of

MR. COLL: Not in the general office build-

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are there problems of
<, 14

o 15

16

g 17

18

19

20

21

23

24

25

access ?'R.
COLL: No .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right; you may examine

them and advise the Board accordingly -- what you deem

reasonably useful and what you do not.

The next one is. B: The Environmental Rad io-

logical Monitoring Data starting January 1st 1978.-

What is your situation on I

MR. COLL: (Inter jecting) That has been made

available, and it is in the Public Document Center.

CHA IRNAN MILLER: Is there any reas on why you

could not use that data, Mr. Oncavage, if it is in the
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Public Document Center?

Xf you have any question as to completeness,

3 you may feel free Co Cake it up with counsel -- to have

your counsel take it up with counsel.

MR. CHONIN: Only as a practical matter,

would be much more convenient for us -- assuming that

there are duplicate copies within the possession of Che

licensee. -- Co not have to start running out to Fj:U and

9 back to'heir offices, and back and forth, if we can get

10 it all in a central location, which will facilitate Che

12

inspection.
4

MR. COLL: Your Honor, we have responded Co

13

14

discovery as long ago .as December of 1979,,when we indi-
cated "where this information was located, and that was the

purpose of the document, which has been available since

that time, and we think it would be appropriate, instead

of us having to produce all of these documents -- those

Chat are available.
19

20

21

23

CHAlRMAN MILLER: They are reasonably avail-

able.

We Chink that, if you are serious about using

Chem, you should go Co the Public Documents Center -- as-
C

suming that they are going to be complete, accurate and

24
up to date.

25
I

lf there are any problems in that regard, we
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will expect counsel for the utility to remedy it promptly.
h

The next one is C: Workers'ssimetry

(phonetic) Records starting January 1st 1978.

What is this situation?
/

MR. COLL: We pointed out in our response

16

Ikey

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

6

O

a 9

0
10

R

z 12

4
13

14

o 15

g 17

that the personnel exposure records 'form the basis of two

reports that are on file in the Public Document Center.

They are filed annually, and that information

is available, in terms of: The exposures they have re-

ceived, as well as groups of people.

CHAIRMAN MlLLER: Are those summaries'?

. MR'. COLL: Yes, sir; they. are summaries.

We also pointed out the problems that we have

with disclosing this information without the consent of

the person .who

CHAIRN'AN MILLER: I am not too impressed with

the latter, because we would protect you with a protective

order if we felt that was necessary.

On the other hand, we do recognize your prob-

lems -- some of the problems that you have mentioned here,

and we want to find out now to what extent those are

really necessary.

In the first place, we do not think that you

should be entitled to look at the man's name.

MR. ONCAVAGE: We are not looking for the
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names.

MR. CHONIN: We have no interest in the names.

CHAIRMAN M1LLER: What about the studies that
have been done'?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Those are general summari.es,

and those wi,ll not be specif'ic as to the areas that we are

litigating.
CHAIRM'AN MILLER: As Co what areas Chat you

are litigating would they be not specific?

10 MR. ONCAVAGE: For instance, the workers work .

in. close proximity to the steam generators.

13

There have been a lot of'nspections and re;
pairs going ',on, and this is the area where the worker

14. exposure for. the repairs is going to be the highest, when

16

17

they =are cutting through the channel head.

CHAIRM'AN MILLER: What does Chat past have to

d o w ith Che futur e?.

c

COo
CO

18

19

20

21

MR. ONCAVAGE: High doses -- that can come

from some people Chere and not other people there; it is
~ finding what can be done Co mitigate the high doses.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I am sorry, but I am not

23

24

25

following you ~ ~

MR. ONCAVAGE: OK; we will be looking for

doses that are above what Che general dose rate for Che

area Chat has been given by FpL have been incurred by the
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workers.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are you looking for par-

ticular workers'?

MR. ONCAVAGE: The workers around the steam

generators.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The steam generators'?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Inside the steam generators.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The workers who were

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

engaged in activities around the steam generators?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Yes.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: How would you identify
those workers as such?

MR. ONCAVAGE: I would imagine that the work

locations would be in the assimetry (phonetic) reports of

where they'worked when they received their doses.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Whatever their doses may

have been, what relevance does that have to the proposed

steam generator

MR. ONCAVAGE: It is Contention Number Two.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Which is -- '?

MR. ONCAVAGE: That the doses received by the

workers will not be ALARA and will not

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (inter )ecting) You do not

have to have the historic dose records; do you'?

When you are talking about ALARA, it is a
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different concept; is it not'?
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MR. ONCAVAGE: We are also talking about an

historical problem, with workers historically receiving

high doses in those areas.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Let us Cake the public.
You have the ALARA concept applicable Co the

public; do you not'?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Ye s .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Does it really matter in

that situation what their history is?

MR. ONCAVAGE: Not with the public; no.

CHA IRMAN MILLER:, Now you are taking us over

Co ALARA with the particular employees.

MR. ONCAVAGE: Ye s .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: We have a situation where

an amendment is sought in order to accomplish repair and

replacement of certain steam generators.

MR. ONCAVAGE: Yes .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The question is: What

difference does it make in that sense -- the ALARA sense

-- whether Joe has had X or Tom has had Y, as to his work

23

24

25

in the future, in terms of ALARA?

MR ONCAVAGE: OK; I am not Coo sure about the

Joe and the Sam business.

The names are meaningless at this point.
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We are looking at the relationship between the

work place and the exposure, and the means that the

licensee uses to lessen the dosage.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Would he not be required to
4 ~

use all reasonable means consistent with the cost benefit
'I

analysis, and so forth, regardless of the category of the

workers-- there, or the work history in that sense of the

group of workers''

M

Qz

9

10

11

12

MR. ONCAVAGE: He should be, but the idea of
Contention Number Two is that he will not.

CHAIRMAN MILLER~ Why not?

What is your c on t en t ion '?

'A

13
R

14.

o 15

) 16

g 17

4 18

19

MR. ONCAVAGE: OK; primarily, due t o the very
I

low dollar figure that the licensee puts on exposure,

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Interjecting) The licensee

does not make that up; that is the regulation, and you will
have to blame the NRC for that.

MR. ONCAVAGE: It is somewhere in there.

CHAIRMAN MIL'LER: We really do not see the

21

connection.

I am doubtful, but let me confer with my

22

23

24

colleagues and anyone else who wants to be heard.

MR. GOLDBERG: May I just state, Judge Miller,
that: In that connection, the monetary cost-benefit con-

25 sideration applied to ALARA doses to the general public are
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CHAIRMAN MILLER: (After conversing with

3 Doctor Luebke and Doc tor Paris - - out of the hear ing of

5

6

7

8

9

10

ll
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

the reporter) I think we wi.ll disallow the request for
C

production of C from this letter of February -19th 1981,

which is described as the Workers Assimetry (phonetic)

Record Study of January 1st 1978.

Are ~ there any other matters now that we

MR., CHONIN: (Interjecting) Judge Miller,
wi.ll there be someone from the licensee available on

Monday to explain'he plant survey report, in terms of

whatever columns they may have,

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Can that be arranged?

MR. CHONIN: (Continuing) -- and how their
in-house reporting gets on and what each column means?

MR. COLL: (Affirmstive nod. of head. )

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I und e r s tand tha t they can

and will, and you will contact counsel.

MR. COLL: No.

MR. CHONIN: They gust want us to look at

22

25

and figure out what it is.
CHAIRMAN MILLER: You were shaking your head

affirmatively, but I will strike that from the record; 1

did not hear a thing.

We will start all over again.
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Can you not have someone there who.can

identify -- in a reasonable way -- what the. records may

be '?

MR, REIS: May we confer?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: We .are going to Cake five
or Cen

minutes.'Whereupon,
a brief recess was taken.)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Back on Che record.

10

MR. CHONIN: When we go Chere on Monday and

look at the plant survey reports, we would like to have

12

13

14

someone available to take one report and explain what the

'columns mean, and whatever, so Chat we can make sense out

of it when we make the inspection.

MR. COLL: I think there is a misunderstand-

15 ing .

16 The plant survey report will consist of a

17

18

19

20

21

drawing, like I have in my han'd (exhibiting document), and

it will contain on there information about levels of

radioactivity or contamination.

The units are shown on there, .and the location

is shown on there -- where the measurement was taken--
22

23

but there are no columns, or anything like that, to look

24

25

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Ha ve s omeone knowledgeable

there to explain these reports from January 198l so that
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they will be able to reasonably understand - them.

2

4

You can do that.
MR. CHONIN: Maybe we can do it right now.

MR. COLL: I do noc want to have a continuing

deposition.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Ve are not suggesting that.
MR. COLL: I gus% want to make sure that we

are not 'suggesting

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I am suggesting that you

10 have someone available who can hold the report up and say:

,"Look here; this is so-and-so."

12. As you know, I am now too tired to under stand

13

14 Have someone who is knowledgeable there to

15 say: "Here is what it shows."

16 Be reasonable to each other.

17

18

MR. COLL: I would also like to have it
understood that, if any copies are made of these records:

25

One, there will be a normal and routine copying charge for

them; and: Two, they are not to be disclosed to third

parties -- in accordance with the normal protective ord'er

provisions -- so that this does not appear in some South

Dade newspaper with somebody's characterization of what it
means .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I think that is r ea sonable .
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1 would rather not have Co go to the trouble
of a protective order, and I would suggest that you do it
by agreement.

7'0

ll
12

16

14

15

24

25

17

fe 18

c

O

20

MR ~ CHON IN: OK.

CHA1RMAN MILLER: Is there anything further ~

MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Miller, on this or on

anything '?

. CHAIRMAN MILLER: On anything.

MR. GOLDBERG: I have Cwo scheduling matters:

One regard ing the timing for the filing of summary d isposi.—

Cion motions.

CHAIRMAN MlLLER: When is that'

MR. GOLDBERG: The last date right now is

April lgth, and that was based upon an assumed January 2nd

commencement -- I am sorry; June 2nd.

I was wondering now, in light of our June 3rd

c ommenc ement,. if April 16th

CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Inter )ecting) Wait a

minute; it is June 2nd.

MR. GOLDBERG: I am sorry; the April 15th

date was based upon a June 1st commencement, and now we

have a June 2nd commencement on it, and I would like to

have until--
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Instead of that one day, 1

Chink you have got to recognize Chat there are a lot of
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things that have got to be filed by counsel .for the inter-
2 venor, and we are locked in now on the date that we have

given you, which starts at 1:00 or, 1:30, or whatever I told
I

you -- 1:30 on the 27th.

1 think you better not mess around with it now.

MR., GOLDBERG: Let me ask you, then,, Judge
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7 Miller: With regard to the newly-admitted Contention Num-

ber Four-B, may we still have the same allowance Chat we

would have relative Co the--
10 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

MR. GOLDBERG: (Continuing) -- refined con-

13

tention,. which would be a May 1st filing'
CHAIRMAN MILLER: You may.

MR. GOLDBERG: One other final scheduling

matter: I noticed in the Board ' March 10th notice of the

17

pre-hearing conferences, it indicates Chat there may be a

18 session on June 23rd.

resumption of 'the hearing on the initial projected Cwo-week

19

20

I am set Co begin another hearing on June 22nd

that will -- it is expected to take two weeks, and I would
21 like to request that, if that occasion arises and we need
22' third week, we try and schedule it for some other time.
23

CHAIRMAN MILLER: 1 would sug ge s t that you
24

make every effort to get it done in Cwo weeks.
25

We are all going Co have problems.
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We have given you the only additional week we

can.

If you sense that it is going to run over, I
suggest -- I think we were being a little conservative,

lO
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5 . but, if it does run over, I am afraid that you are going

6 to have.to choose, just as we all have to.
DOCTOR LUEBKE: He is suggesting that the

/

recess or continuance be for two weeks.

MR. GOLDBERG: No; I am saying that we resume

10 for a continuance on some other week -- other than the

23rd -- because I will be in trial.
12

13

14

CHAIRMAN MILLER: He wants more than the one

week already scheduled; I know what he wants.

MR. GOLDBERG: No; we have two weekd scheduled
15 now at the beginning of June, and

16 CHAIRMAN MILLER: (Inter jecting) We have two

19 Frankly, I do not think you will need it, and 1

20 try to cooperate with you -- whether we can run late or
21 whether we can do it by affidavit -- but I am afraid that
22

we cannot encourage you in the thought that the schedul'e
23

can be changed, because we are locked in, just as your
24

bosses are locked in.
25

Is there anything further?

17 weeks to go, one we'ek off, and we resume af ter the one week

18 off, in the event that we need the time.
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MR. COLL: Sir, with respect to tomorrowis

visit -- for security purposes -- we'eed to know the

3 names and soc ial security numbers of the members of the

Board and of the other parties who will be there .

CHAIRMAN MILLER:'e do not have to do that

6 on the record; we will just write them down for you.
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Thank you very much, ladies and gentlemen.

We enjoyed meeting with you, and we will see

9 you again in about. a month.

10
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15

16

17

Peace be with you.

(Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at or

about the hour of 5:00 o'lock p.m. on the same date.)
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